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Languages are disappearing at an alarming rate from around the world.  
Native America is experiencing first hand many of those disappearances.  For this 
reason, language documentation and revitalization has been called by some to be 
“the most important task in linguistics today” (Dixon 1997: 137).  After several 
generations of international and local pushes for language revitalization, few 
languages have been restored to widespread daily use by tribal members (Crystal 
2005: 340). My intent with this thesis is to compare several different Native 
languages’ contexts and approaches to revitalization with the purpose of identifying 
principles that are necessary in the restoration of Native languages to active and 
spreading use in the United States. Using a document analysis approach, I have 
looked into the contexts surrounding ten different Native tribes involved in 
revitalization in the U.S.  Specifically I looked into community ideologies and the 
programs and materials available to the communities in order to identify what 
commonalities and patterns can be discerned. The main elements that stood out 
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from this overview of revitalization efforts were ideology and culture.  Regardless of 
how young the revitalization program is, each of the tribes that have reported 
positive growth and use among younger generations has put strong emphasis on 
community-oriented programs within their language revitalization work.  
Additionally, positive ideologies correlate with recovery while negative ideologies 
correlate with continued language loss.  The results from this study suggest that a 
successful language revitalization program will focus on revitalizing the language 
through cultural means with strong family and community support and improving 












1.1 Identifying the Problem 
Languages are being lost at an alarming rate around the world, making 
language revitalization a global issue in need of immediate attention.  Unfortunately, 
it is an issue that has often gone either unnoticed or unheeded by many outside of 
the effected communities. While some may simply be unaware of the issue, many of 
those who are aware of current downward trends in language maintenance believe 
that language loss is a natural occurrence and not something that we can effectively 
influence. Instead, they believe this loss is an inevitable end that we must accept 
(Dixon 1997: 117).  While it is natural for some languages to fall out of use while 
others to split into distinct languages (Dixon 1997: 139), we are currently 
experiencing a massive language extinction, as Crystal (2006) describes it, with 
commonly cited numbers of half of the world’s 6000 languages dying out within the 
present century (Crystal 2005; Crystal 2006; Dixon 1997; Krauss 1992; Nettle and 
Romaine 2002).  This is not natural. Nor is it inevitable.  
As a way to explain the rise and fall of languages throughout history, Dixon 
(1997) suggested the Punctuated Equilibrium Model. He explains that during most 
of the time that languages have been spoken over the last 100,000 years, there has 
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been equilibrium within each geographic area.  This, he explains, is when multiple 
languages, dialects, and/or varieties co-existed in a stable context.  There was not a 
large, power-controlling language of prestige that existed over more than the local 
geographical area, nor for more than a limited period of time.  These situations were 
not static, however.  As such, there has always been a steady ebb and flow of 
languages throughout time as speakers shifted in and out of languages and as 
languages branched off, becoming distinct dialects. While this shift between 
languages was common, it has typically occurred on a modest scale.  Eventually, the 
state of equilibrium would be punctuated. Dixon gives examples of the introduction 
of agriculture, the emergence of an aggressive political leader, or an aggressive 
religion as entities that could incite punctuation.  Periods of punctuation would 
often consist of expansion and split as languages diverge from the proto-type. This is 
how natural language death occurs, and, with time, the languages return to a state of 
equilibrium.  Dixon argues that in recent centuries, European colonialism brought 
areas of equilibrium all around the world to abrupt and sudden punctuation. The 
widespread dominance of colonial languages has led to extensive language loss 
around the world unlike anything we have experienced before.  
Cultural movements that led to assimilation in the Americas started about 
500 years ago, with large scale colonialism spreading several dominant languages, 
such as English, Spanish, and Portuguese, among others (Crystal 2006: 337).  In 
contrast, American language revitalization is much younger.  Revitalization and 
preventative measures began in some tribes as early as the late 19th century but did 
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not gain widespread attention until the mid-20th century. The second half of the 20th 
century saw growing support and focus on Native languages (section 1.2 will 
discuss the history of revitalization in greater detail).  However, even after several 
generations of international and local pushes for language revitalization, there still 
seem to be few stories of “success”1 (Crystal 2005: 340).  
Revitalization projects are typically designed uniquely for each individual 
tribe, taking into account the specific strengths and challenges faced by the 
community.  Additionally, efforts tend to originate from within the tribe, which, as I 
will show in section 4.5.3, is an important factor for the reception of a project. In 
spite of taking these important steps, the number of Native speakers continues to 
decline. This seems to influence many non-Native people (linguists and otherwise) 
to believe that Native language loss cannot be stopped, is a hopeless effort against a 
natural phenomenon, and that revitalization efforts have been ineffective 
throughout recent years.   
1.2 History of Revitalization 
Indigenous language revitalization has been a concern for linguists and 
members of Native communities for many generations.  Current revitalization 
efforts first developed in the United Sates as early as the 19th century with cultural 
preservation work in Hawai’i being initiated by King Kalākaua in 1874 (‘Aha Pūnana 
                                                          
1 Within this thesis, I work to avoid the term “success” as there is not one unified definition of success 
in a revitalization program that can be applied cross-culturally since each tribe faces their own 
unique set of challenges and goals and are situated within a unique environment and context. As the 
most basic goal of language revitalization is to continue the language, I prefer to talk about how 
people are using the language. Therefore, instead of describing success, I prefer to describe active 
language users (regardless of proficiency).   
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Leo 2013).  The 20th century saw the initiation of many revival programs; which 
especially gained prominence after Red Power movements of the late 1960s.  
Preservation and revitalization efforts began with the Choctaw, Navajo, Cherokee, 
Inuktitut and many other Native groups in the 1960s (Salisbury 1967).  This decade 
also saw the tribal college movement, which began in 1968 with the opening of 
Navajo Community College -- currently known as Diné College (Reyhner 1999).  
Within 30 years, 30 other tribal colleges, institutes, and universities opened.  The 
1970s saw a rise in cultural retention programs based in Oklahoma amongst many 
different tribes such as the Kiowa, Delaware Tribe of Western Oklahoma, Muskogee 
Creek, and Comanche.  Each of these programs had a language preservation 
component (Cooley and Ballenger 1982).   
In 1988, the Native American Language Issues Institute (NALI), the largest 
organization in the Americas for Native American languages, passed a resolution 
calling for legal rights and support for Native American languages. By 1990, the 
Native American Languages Act (NALA) was passed in the United States as a public 
law stating that Native Americans have the right to use their own language.  The act 
itself is rather passive; it recognizes the right of states to give official status to Native 
languages but it does not do so itself. NALA states the importance of the U.S. 
government to “protect and preserve” Native languages and cultures but does not 
state how it plans to achieve that.  In 1992, a grant program was added to the NALA, 
but with limited funding such that only a select few tribes would be able to take 
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advantage of the Act.  In the end, it seems that the NALA had a much more symbolic 
role to play in the history of revitalization than an active role.   
 Also in the 1990s, the need to address the threat of language endangerment 
was brought to international attention when, in 1992, a series of meetings and 
conferences on endangered languages took place.  Symposiums on teaching 
indigenous languages have been held annually since 1994, sponsored in part by 
Northern Arizona University’s Bilingual Multicultural Education Program (Reyhner 
1999).   
My intention with this brief history of language revitalization is to show that 
people have been actively trying to maintain and grow their languages for many 
decades.  Yet after several generations, many tribes still struggle to grow their 
language. Although speaker enumeration rarely occurred before the 1990s, we 
know that most Native languages have continued to lose speakers since few 
communities have young language users (in fact, few have many speakers under the 
age of about 50)2. What then is the problem? Why have these languages not only 
struggled to regain a strong speaker base, but many seem to be in a more 
endangered state than before? What can be done to change this pattern? 
In all the cases discussed above with long-standing revitalization efforts, and 
many more which I have not named, at least two generations (approximately 40 
                                                          
2 As an example, according to Ethnologue (1998), 30% of first graders in 1998 spoke Navajo as an L1 
versus 90% just 30 years earlier in 1968 in spite of maintenance efforts which started in the 1960s. 
Likewise, Haida and Kiowa, which have long-standing revitalization programs, primarily have 
speakers over 50 years of age (Golla 2007).  
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years) have passed since the start of language and culture revival programs began.  
As such, we would hope to see many successfully revitalized languages.  However, 
that is not the case.  Indigenous languages still struggle to maintain their speakers.  
Of those mentioned above, Kiowa currently has 400 speakers of a population of 
6000 (Golla 2007), the Muskogee Creek maintain 4000 speakers (Golla 2007) with a 
population of 52,000 (Pye 1997), while only 100 people speak Comanche (Golla 
2007).  These numbers are not only low, they continue to decline.  Thus, although it 
seems that enthusiasm for language revitalization has grown, the languages 
themselves have not. 
Kazakevich (2011) states that the enthusiasm for teaching endangered 
languages within the educational system over the last several decades has done 
little to counteract the detrimental and long-lasting influence of language ideologies 
of the 1950s and 1960s in Russia.  I believe the same is true for much of Native 
America.  Each community will have their own unique sets of struggles and 
difficulties.  However, as I discuss in section 1.1, considering revitalization projects 
tend to be custom designed for that group’s unique struggles, we would hope to see 
more successfully revitalized languages than we have. 
1.3 Identification of Common Obstacles 
There are many difficulties faced by indigenous languages in the Americas.  
Each community faces its own unique set of challenges though there are common 
themes shared by many. Themes such as racism, discrimination, lack of resources 
and materials, pushes towards globalization, and economic advancement are 
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commonly cited difficulties within the context of revitalization (Morgan 2009).  
Other common examples noted by many community linguists include lack of teacher 
training (Admiraal 2011; Hinton and Hale 2001; Hinton 2002; Jackson 2013; White 
2008), fighting for tribal recognition by the Federal government, geographic 
displacement that occurred as a result of (often multiple) forced removals, as well as 
other obstacles.  Both displacement and tribal recognition have proven to be a 
problem for some by making it more difficult to contact members of the tribe, to 
meet routinely, to legally protect the rights of their people, and (in the case of tribal 
recognition) to obtain grants.  These are only a few examples of the many challenges 
faced by Native groups today.   
Due to combinations of some similar historical themes, such as oppression by 
colonial powers, segregation, and linguistic as well as racial discrimination, there 
are some issues that are consistently problematic for many tribes.  For example, 
boarding schools have had an incredibly negative effect on language maintenance. 
The boarding school era had a traumatic impact of many tribes due to the many 
horrific events and situations created by hegemonic political powers has 
contributed to deep negative ideologies common throughout Native America that 
greatly influence people’s linguistic choices (historical trauma will be discussed 
further in section 3.4.3).  If the language ideology within a community is negative, it 
can greatly hinder revitalization. Additionally, the ideology of the dominant culture 
can also greatly affect language revival efforts, as these ideologies have often 
resulted in both direct and indirect oppression of both minority languages and 
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cultures.  However, if the ideology embedded within the culture of a community is 
positive and the community is able to resist or reject the negative ideology imposed 
upon them by the oppressing culture, a context has been created that can support 
language revival.  
1.4 Research Questions  
Recently, language ideology3 has emerged as an important contributing factor 
in both language loss and language recovery (Hinton and Hale 2001; Kroskrity 
2004; McCarty 2004; McCarty 2013; Rinehart 2011; Sicoli 2011; Woolard 1998).  
This led me to develop a number of research questions specifically about ideology 
and revitalization. The first and most general being; do language ideologies impact 
language revitalization?  Upon establishment that they do, I specifically ask:  how do 
language ideologies impact revitalization?  Whose language ideologies impact 
revitalization?  By researching this question, I found that both internal ideologies4 
and external ideologies5 strongly influence revitalization. Furthermore, internal 
ideologies found within Native communities are often adopted from external 
ideologies common throughout mainstream American culture.  Described further in 
section 3.4, mainstream culture in the U.S. tends to be monolingualist in nature, 
viewing languages other than English as threatening, un-American, and un-patriotic.  
                                                          
3 Described in more detail in section 3.2, ideology describes the, often subconscious, associations 
with and deep-seated beliefs about a language within a community. Culturally held ideologies 
(usually subconscious) differ from individually held attitudes (usually deliberate) in that ideologies 
work as a part of what defines a cultural community as an entity distinct from other cultural 
communities. 
4 Those maintained within a particular culture; in this thesis, within a Native community 




Recognizing mainstream ideology to be this way, I then began to explore the 
question: has mainstream monolingualist ideology negatively affected community 
efforts to maintain and/or revitalize Native languages in the U.S.?   If so, how does 
monolingualist ideology inhibit or slow revitalization? Exploring this question led 
me to the understanding that external ideologies enter local communities through 
cultural means, such as through media and education. After entering the local 
community, negative ideology can be adopted by the people who then may associate 
value in the once-external ideology.  This newly adopted negative ideology can have 
a direct impact on the revitalization efforts.  
I found that it is also through cultural means that some tribes have 
experienced amelioration of negative ideologies and have increased language use 
and retention.  Thus, I wanted to look at the greater role of culture in revitalization 
programs. How does culture impact or influence the design or effectiveness of 
language programs.  Next, when ideologies are positive, or becoming positive 
through positive cultural reinforcement, how can the language be naturally 
restored?  To research this question, I needed to look at what programs are offered 
by tribes and identify commonalities among the tribes who have reported or 
described success (as they define their own success or advancement towards their 
goal).  Finally, I wondered: through what means can Native language programs 
combat the negative ideologies that enter through cultural conduits?  I found that 
many tribes have taken to providing indigenous alternatives to mainstream cultural 
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avenues, such as media and education and have experienced an improvement on 
negative ideologies. 
Researching these questions brought me to the following conclusion: positive 
language ideology promoting use of the Native language and identity as valuable 
commodities and necessary for any successful revitalization program.  Once this has 
been established, the language can travel more easily through the culture to the 
people.  I will look at specific examples of both ideology and culture in chapters 3 
and 4.    
1.5 Proposal: Core Principles to Remember in Revival  
In this paper, I will show how ideologies and culture work together to either 
prevent or encourage language revitalization.  Through my research, I have found 
language ideologies to be one of the most crucial elements in language revitalization 
efforts.  When ideologies have strong positive associations with the language, these 
ideologies set the stage for revitalization to begin.  The ideology encourages the 
people to employ the language in their everyday life.  When a positive ideology has 
either developed or is improving within the foundation of cultural identity, the 
language can flow through cultural conduits to receptive individuals eager to see 
their language restored within their home and community.   
When revitalization takes place in traditional Native contexts (e.g. learning 
the language from grandparents rather than in a formal classroom), the language is 
provided a natural environment in which it can be used.  It is through a strong 
cultural context that a language will grow and develop as other healthy languages 
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do.  Unfortunately, many tribes no longer have intergenerational language transfer 
occurring commonly. Thus it is important to also focus on cultural maintenance, 
revitalization, and identity to revive a language successfully.  Since ideologies are 
embedded within culture, they provide the foundation for culture to work as the 
vehicle that will carry the language from disuse to active use in the future.   
As culture is the means of providing support for the language throughout the 
revival process, ensuring that the ideologies embedded within the culture are 
positive is of utmost importance.  However, pressures from the outside, mainstream 
culture are always present and, in the case of the United States, promote strong 
monolingualist ideologies.  When it is adopted by local communities, this kind of 
ideology is dangerous for the maintenance of Native languages when adopted by 
local communities.  Thus, it is imperative for communities (or, for language program 
coordinators) to recognize and resist language ideologies that have a harmful effect 
on Native language use.   
Unfortunately, it is not always so easy to resist ideologies when they come 
from strong, powerful (economically, politically, and socially) cultures as the 
ideologies originating in mainstream U.S. do.  Although the ideology may originally 
be recognized as a foreign system of ideas and beliefs, if they enter a culture, they 
can become naturalized and destroy any potential playing field for language 
revitalization.  For this reason, it is important to work to prevent the absorption of 
these ideologies and focus on improving ideologies that have already been 
influenced by the mainstream culture, as will be discussed further in section 3.5.   
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Mainstream ideologies seem to enter local culture through the media and 
education.  Since ideologies enter through cultural influences (education, media, 
etc.), it is important to provide indigenous options rather than to rely on the 
adoption of cultural structures of the oppressor.  Several tribes have been able to do 
this effectively by airing local radio programs and offering their language a presence 
both online, through technology, and in education. Increasing the media presence of 
the language may work to provide positive associations with modernity, an 
important part of improving ideologies.  Recognizing and resisting the ideologies 
often found within mainstream schooling is another way to avoid the impact of 
negative mainstream ideologies.  This can be done through a variety of means 
including establishing an immersion program or providing education at home when 
the resources are available.  This is not to say that Natives should not enter 
mainstream education, but rather that education is a very cultural experience and 
that mainstream schools tend to promote monolingualist ideologies that are very 
harmful to language maintenance.  I discuss both media and education as cultural 
grounds for revitalization and ideological improvement in chapter 4 of this thesis.   
Although few languages have been restored to daily use, there is still reason 
for optimism.  One such reason is the simple fact that local communities have 
displayed the will to take it upon themselves to work on revitalization despite the 
many difficulties they face (Ash, Little Doe Fermino, and Hale 2001: 20); difficulties 
posed by the Federal government, mainstream society in terms of social pressures 
and ideology, as well as obstacles pertaining to economics or resource availability. 
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Regardless of these difficulties and setbacks, grassroots programs continue to push 
toward their goal (Morgan 2009).  Additionally, although many languages are in fact 
losing speakers quickly as the older generations pass away, many of these 
communities are beginning to teach the language yet again to their little ones. It 
takes less time to lose a speaker than to gain a new one, which may help explain the 
continued downward trend in speaker count, but if the environment is conducive to 
learning, positive language ideologies are developed (or developing), and the youth 
are excited to continue the language of their people, then there is indeed great 
reason for optimism. This, in fact, seems to be the case for many tribes. This 
determination and defiance against mainstream, hegemonic culture which often 
seeks to suppress Native languages (see section 3.4 for more on how external, 
mainstream ideologies affect language maintenance and revitalization efforts) is a 
powerful factor at play in revitalization.   
According to Wiley (2000)’s explanation, linguistic hegemony has been 
achieved, 
when dominant groups create a consensus by convincing others to accept 
their language norms and usage as standard or paradigmatic. Hegemony is 
ensured when they can convince those who fail to meet those standards to 
view their failure as being the result of the inadequacy of their own language 
(2000:113). 
English, as the hegemonic language of power in the U.S. (Eriksen 1992; Suarez 2002) 
has been an oppressive language in the United States, encouraging language shift 
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and, historically, forcibly removing Native languages from Native communities as 
much as possible (see section 3.4 for more on how the U.S. has tried to control 
Native language use both in the past and today).  
In spite of the immediate attention required by revitalization, there has not 
yet been a work that compares a wide number of Native languages’ contexts and 
revitalization programs with the purpose of identifying common themes that 
influence the outcome of the programs efforts.  My intent with this thesis is to fill 
this gap by looking at a number of Native language revitalization programs and 
identifying principles that are necessary in the successful restoration of Native 
languages to active use in the United States.   
There are many descriptions of individual revitalization projects, case 
studies, and descriptions of the challenges and successes faced by those working to 
reverse language shift. What this thesis attempts to do is consolidate that 
information along with project descriptions and materials produced by the tribes 
into one place with the intent of gaining an accurate view of how tribes are currently 
working to restore their language and to find any commonalities amongst those 
tribes that describe positive results due to their efforts.  
Positive ideology and strong cultural support stood out as two factors that 
most influence positive language growth among youth.  Tribes whose leaders of 
revitalization efforts have described the ideologies within their community as being 
positive, that is, that there are positive beliefs associated with speaking the 
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language, are much more likely to be experiencing recent growth in language users. 
Likewise, those communities seem to be more likely to have placed strong emphasis 
on community-focused programs and materials as opposed to a formalized 
mainstream schooling approach or a linguist-oriented approach (this is detailed 
further in chapter 3 and the following appendix).  Positive ideologies correlate with 
positive recovery while negative ideologies correlate with continued language loss. 
1.6 Structure of Thesis 
In chapter 2 of this thesis, I will discuss the methodological approach taken in 
conducting my research. I have relied primarily on document studies, compiling the 
data into the attached appendix.  Additionally, the appendix is further explained in 
chapter 2. Chapter 3 is dedicated to looking at how ideologies influence language 
revitalization.  I will first look at how internalized ideology affects Native 
communities in terms of language usage and identity. Then, I will look at how 
external culture and language ideologies have influenced language maintenance in 
the past and how they continue to influence revitalization efforts. I will also discuss 
the role of non-community linguists’ role in revitalization. Finally, I will look at what 
has been done to improve negative ideologies, providing a clear base for culture to 
work as a support for language revitalization efforts.  Chapter 4 discusses the role of 
culture in language revival.  It is through the culture that ideologies can be improved 
and language use supported.  I will look at how revitalization can be approached 
within a languaculture framework, ensuring that focus is placed on encouraging 
cultural support. I will discuss education as an inherently cultural system and will 
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look at how Native tribes have been reclaiming Native education as opposed to a 
foreign system of schooling that has been imposed on tribes for generations.  I will 
show how, as a foreign system, mainstream schooling has had a drastically 
negatively impact on language revitalization.  I will share my concluding thoughts in 
Chapter 5, which is followed by the appendix displaying the information on 











In this section, I will describe the approach I have taken to collecting and 
analyzing the data.  One criterion used to determine which groups to include in this 
study was simply that they must have linguistic and cultural ties to a Native 
American Tribe.  I say that the group must have ties to a tribe rather than that they 
must be a tribe because there are several groups that are not currently recognized 
by the U.S. government as official tribes in spite of their cultural and linguistic 
history as a Native tribe.  I included in this study both those recognized by the U.S. 
and some that are not currently recognized (e.g. the Lenape).   
I have researched the materials available and programs initiated by 10 tribes 
in depth.  I selected these ten tribes in an attempt to look at tribes from a variety of 
different contexts. As such, I included tribes that: 
1. Have worked in revitalization for a long period of time (almost 100 
years) as well as those new to revitalization (fewer than ten years).  
2. Belong to different regions such as the Southwest (Navajo), Southeast 
(Choctaw), and Northeast (Lenape). 
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3. Maintain different cultural structures such as the traditionally 
endogamous Hopi and tribes that partially assimilated with the 
European colonial culture (such as the Cherokee). 
4. Have a long history of contact with Europeans (such as the Wampanoag 
who were the first to interact with the English colonists) as well as those 
whose contact with colonialism is shorter (such as Hawai’i whose 
government was overthrown in 1893). 
5. Were historically considered by European settlers to be hostile (such as 
the Kiowa) and those considered peaceful (such as the Cherokee). 
6. Have been asleep, or had no speakers, for an extended period of time 
(such as Myaamia which did not have any speakers from the 1960 until 
the 1990s) as well as those that have not experienced an extensive 
period of no speakers (such as Navajo which has a high, though 
declining, number of speakers). 
2.1.1 Data Collection and Analysis 
Upon establishing which tribes to include (Cherokee, Chickasaw, Choctaw, 
Hawaii, Hopi, Kiowa, Lenape, Miami, Navajo, Wampanoag), I began searching for 
data regarding current revitalization programs and language materials available as 
well as tribal-specific ideologies.  This study has relied heavily on document analysis 
(also called document studies).  Document studies are qualitative in nature and rely 
on the analysis of existing texts.  Stocks (1999) states that documents studies 
consist of any of the following three types of documentation (each of which I will 
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explain below): Primary documents, Secondary documents, and Mass Media texts. I 
have used each of these three approaches throughout the progression of this thesis.   
As described by Stocks (1999), Primary documents often look like diary 
entries, blog posts, and any other first-hand accounts of events. Within this study, I 
have searched a variety of Primary documents, such as biographical data and blogs 
by Native authors reflecting their views on language, culture, and history.   
“Secondary documents” refers to analyses, descriptions, and reports such as those 
found in academic studies, journal reports, and interviews.  Specific to this study, I 
combed through a number of Secondary documents, such as U.S. census data, tribal 
census data, tribal surveys, linguistic analyses, anthropological descriptions, 
interviews, and other historical accounts.  Finally, mass media texts include records 
and proceedings such as news reports, advertisements, and movies.  For this study, I 
have looked through many mass media proceedings such as news reports from both 
Native sources (such as the Cherokee Phoenix and Indian Country Today Media 
Network) and mainstream sources, historical and linguistic documentaries, as well 
as advertising of language and cultural programming both online (such as through 
the tribal website, social media, etc.) and in print.  
As I collected these texts, I pulled information describing the current 
materials and programs available to the ten tribes listed above by looking at a finite 
number of items that together comprise three overarching categories: 1, 
Community-Oriented materials and programs; 2, Externally-Oriented materials and 
programs designed for either a more formalized approach to revitalization or 
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designed for linguists or non-community members; 3, Orally-Based materials and 
programs such as television programming and online lessons.  The specific items 
included within these categories are listed below as well as in the Appendix. 
Community-Oriented Materials Externally-Oriented Materials Orally-Based Materials 
a1 Books (Children's) a1 Dictionary (Bilingual) a1 Music 
a2 Books (History, Folklore) a2 Dictionary (Monolingual) b1 Electronic Games 
b1 Religious Texts (traditional)  a3 Dictionary (Online) c Dictionary (Audio) 
b2 
Religious Texts  
(non-traditional) 
a4 Dictionary (Picture) d Online Courses 
c Cookbooks b1 Grammar e Audio Stories 
d Homestudy Guides  c Textbooks & Workbooks   
e Lesson Plans d Phrasebooks    
f Textbooks & Workbooks  e Lexicon   
  f Linguistic Descriptions   
 
Community-Oriented Programs Externally-Oriented Programs Orally-Based Programs 
1 
Language Nest / 
Language Pods 
1 Literacy programs 1 Radio Programs 
2 Community Classes 2 Immersion Schools  2 






3a Headstart Program 3a 
Language Learning 
Software 
3b Sports 4 Primary Classes   
3c Other Cultural Activities 5 Secondary Classes   
4 Community Symposiums 6 College Classes   
5 Dictionary Development 7 Language symposiums   
6 
Curriculum Development 
by Community  
8 Distance  Learning   




    
9 Language Camps     
I then compiled this information into a cross-linguistic chart displaying the 
available materials as well as a chart displaying the current revitalization programs. 
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A sample of this chart is below, though the full chart can be found in the appendix.  
Exclusion of an item in this chart does not necessarily mean that it does not exist, but 
rather that it does not seem to be easily accessible after extensive online searching of 
tribal websites, revitalization organizations' websites, language learning software 
catalogs and blogs, social media sites, tribal newspapers, publisher websites, 
mainstream and tribal online bookstores, among other sources. 
 
Next, I used the same document study approach when studying the different 
ideologies found amongst these tribes. However, I relied entirely on Secondary 
documents in the form of anthropological and sociolinguistic descriptions.  I relied 
so heavily on Secondary documents because, as Peterson and Webster (2013) 
pointed out, “…speakers rarely articulate philosophical paradigms in everyday 
practice, and that practice rarely equates to ideals”. In order to accurately represent 
the ideology present within these tribes, I relied entirely on anthropological and 
sociolinguistic studies whose purpose was to determine the ideology present in the 
community. A sample of this table is below and can be found in its entirety in the 
Appendix.  
1 2 3a 3b 3c 4 5 6 7 8 9
Community-Oriented - x - - - - - x x - x
Externally-Oriented - - x - x x - x -
Orally-Based - - -
Community-Oriented - x - x x - - - - x x
Externally-Oriented - - x - x x - - -
Orally-Based - x x
Community-Oriented - x - - x - - x x - x
Externally-Oriented - - x x x x x x x
Orally-Based x x x
Community-Oriented x x x x x x x x x - x
Externally-Oriented - x - x x x x x -
Orally-Based x x x
Community-Oriented x x x - x x x x x x x
Externally-Oriented x - x x x - - - -
Orally-Based x - x
Community-Oriented x x - - - x - x x - x
Externally-Oriented - - - x x x - - -
Orally-Based - - x
Community-Oriented - x x x x x x x x - x
Externally-Oriented - - - - - x x - -
Orally-Based - - x
Community-Oriented x x x x x x - x x x x
Externally-Oriented - x x x x x x - -
Orally-Ba ed - - x
Community-Oriented - x - - x x x - - -
Externally-Oriented - - - - - x x - -
Orally-Based - - x
Community-Oriented x x - x x - x x x x x
Externally-Oriented - - - - - - - - -




























2.1.2 Ethical Considerations 
Native tribes in the United States have a long history of being “studied” by 
outside groups, often in unethical ways to an end that is either damaging (in 
physical and/or mental ways) or portrays the people in a negative light and 
perpetuating a long history of abuses.  Thus, it is important to respect tribes’ privacy 
and to avoid intrusive research techniques.  This is why I believe that document 
analysis is the best approach to take for the progress of this thesis due to its 
unobtrusive nature.  It allows me to learn much about the state of Native languages, 
cultures, and ideologies while still respecting the privacy of the tribes.  This 
approach was also chosen as it allows cross-linguistic comparison on a grand scale 
that would not be possible to otherwise achieve within a limited timeframe. 
2.2 Terminology 
Throughout this thesis, I switch between the terms “revival”, “revitalization”, 
“recovery”, and “renewal”.  I use each other these to mean the process of bringing a 
language from a state of disuse or nearing disuse to a state of active use.  Most often 
within the literature, the term “revitalization” is employed, especially by non-Native 
linguists, but there is some inter-tribal variety.  Some tribes prefer different terms.  
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For example, the Miami and Wampanoag tribes tend to use the term “revival”, 
Hawaiian prefers “revitalization”, while both “revival” and “revitalization” are used 
by the Māori.  “Recovery” and “renewal” are often seen in texts published by the U.S. 
government (although this is not to say that the government does not use other 
terms nor is it to say that these terms is used exclusively by them). The four used 
here are the most common that I have identified and as such, I use each of them.   
My use of the term “Native” in this thesis is used to contrast people affiliated 
with a Native American tribe from non-Native Americans in the U.S.  While this term 
is very broad and encompasses a variety of vastly different people groups, it is used 
in this thesis soley to distinguish original inhabitants from people whose ancestors 
migrated to North America within the last 500 years.  It is not in any way meant to 
group all Native tribes and nations together as one homogenous group.  Many 
Native individuals prefer to identify themselves by their tribal or national affiliation, 
which I also do when this contrast between Native Americans and non-Native 









3.1 Introduction  
In this chapter, I will look at how ideologies affect language revitalization.  
McCarty (2013) said that “language ideology is the real work of revitalization”.  I 
explore this notion further, showing how ideologies can affect the reception of 
revitalization efforts.  I will look at both internal ideologies, which, when negative 
can prevent language maintenance and revitalization, and external ideologies, which 
can be absorbed by the culture that wants to restore its language to active use.  In 
addition to looking at how ideologies affect revitalization, I will also look at what has 
been done to improve ideology and what the role of the non-Native linguist is.   
Language ideology6 is the complex system of beliefs concerning the nature of 
languages and language use (Leeman 2012; Kroskrity 2004) as described further in 
section 3.2.  They are of particular importance within language revitalization efforts.  
They appear to be the single greatest factor that influences the outcome of 
revitalization programs.  In this chapter, I will attempt to demonstrate that when the 
                                                          
6 Throughout this chapter, I use the terms “language ideologies”, “linguistic ideologies”, and 
“ideologies about language” interchangeably to refer to the system of beliefs about languages, as 
described in 3.2.  This interchangeable use of these terms is common throughout the literature, as 
Woolard and Schieffelin (1994: 56) discuss.   
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community has an ideology in place that could discourage the use and maintenance 
of the language (for various reasons), language revitalization becomes extremely 
difficult.  This can be seen in the appendix following this thesis; tribes struggling 
with negative ideology have experienced difficulty in retention of speakers.  In such 
cases, the ideology within the community would need to change in a way that 
promotes bilingualism and use of the Native language.  I will present the findings I 
have made not only about the types of ideology that exist in the United States, but I 
will also discuss how these ideologies currently influence the outcome of revival and 
maintenance work and what we can do about it.   
Identifying the details of a people’s ideology is not an easy task.  As discussed 
in chapter 2, I rely primarily on document studies to understand how a community 
views language.  While it is fairly easy to identify attitudes towards language 
(defined further in section 3.2), identifying the underlying structure that is the 
ideology has proven to be far more difficult as these beliefs often go unstated and 
are difficult to elicit directly (Woolard and Schieffelin 1994).  However, recently 
there have been more studies on tribal specific language ideologies and I have 
compiled much of this information into the appendeix and I will be referencing 
many of these studies throughout the chapter.   
First, in section 3.2, I will clarify the distinction between ideology and 
attitudes and I will discuss how the two interact within the context of language 
revitalization.  Second, I will look at how attitudes and language ideology within a 
community (“internal ideology”) can influence the outcome of revitalization work 
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(section 3.3).  I will do so by presenting cases of two language variants that are 
similar in nearly every aspect, differing only in the ideology adopted by the 
communities.  One of these variants continues to lose speakers while the other has 
been able to retain their speaker base, maintaining a strong language.  Third, I will 
discuss how both mainstream culture and language ideology (“external ideology”) 
affects Native communities (section 3.4).  I will do so by looking at how current 
stereotypes and active ignorance perpetuates the socio-historic trauma experienced 
by Native tribes in the United States.  Fourth, I will look at how we as linguistics 
and/or community members can improve linguistic attitudes and ideology to create 
a context conducive to language revival (section 3.5).  Here I will specifically discuss 
the role of non-community linguists.  Finally, in section 3.6, I will look at how some 
tribes have successfully promoted their language within their communities, 
improving the associations held by members of the communities with the language 
in question.   
3.2 Ideology vs. Attitude; Society vs. Individual 
The distinction between ideologies and attitudes is a fine, but important one.  
Language ideologies explain what a community believes on a deep level about 
language and language use.  They deal with the values and belief systems that a 
person assigns to bilingualism, monolingualism, how communication works and to 
what purpose, beliefs about individual languages, and ways of using language 
(Kroskrity 2004; Leeman 2012; Woolard 1998; Woolard and Schieffelin 1994).  For 
example, as described further in section 3.4, mainstream culture in the U.S. retains a 
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monolingualist ideology which views bilingualism as a state of transition (among 
other things).  This monolingualist ideology is what leads to prevalent attitudes that 
manifest themselves in alignment with English-only movements (discussed further 
in section 3.4).   
Ideologies are the social constructs that we hold as a culture.  As a deep, 
cultural system, ideologies are embedded within society and thus tend to be a 
subconscious understanding of language for most people.  They are the ideas that 
people hold to be commonsense.  It is through ideologies that speakers rationalize 
or justify their language choice and usage as correct, natural, normal or socially 
acceptable (Silverstein 1979).  Although people often are not conscious of their 
ideological beliefs, these deep-seated notions lead to the enactment of such concepts 
on a collective, societal scale (Woolard and Schieffelin 1994).  For example, an 
ideology that views monolingualism as the natural and preferred linguistic state 
may lead to enforceable laws permitting the use of only one language in public 
arenas.   
Rarely are linguistic ideologies exclusively about language, however.  They 
often intersect with many other culturally constructed ideologies – such as those 
about gender, socio-economic status, and nation, to name a few (Leeman 2012).  
Irvine (1989: 255) states that a language ideology is a “cultural system of ideas 
about social and linguistic relationships, together with their loading of moral and 
political interests”.  As such, ideologies link entities together.  Language ideologies 
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link language to group and personal identity, aesthetics, morality, and epistemology 
according to Woolard and Schieffelin (1998).   
Ideologies do influence a speaker’s language choice and usage, however, it is 
important to note that speakers are not entirely at the mercy of their culture’s 
ideology. If ideologies are deep structures embedded within the culture, attitudes 
are surface structures.  Though not usual, individuals’ attitudes towards language 
may be in direct contrast with the ideology they have been immersed within.  
Attitudes are highly variable even within the same culture or ideological group. 
These attitudes can eventually lead to ideological change on a grander scale.   
Attitudes are conscious decisions we make about languages and our recognized 
opinions towards language and language use.  The way we talk about language is a 
good indication of our attitudes towards it.  Since they are not seated deep within 
the culture but depend on our own decisions, attitudes are highly variable between 
individuals and are very personal in that they reflect the personal opinions of the 
individual as opposed to the individual’s culture (Leeman 2012).  However, 
attitudes can expose the patterns of underlying ideologies and as such, they can be 
used as a tool, along with current social and political movements relating to 
language, to understand ideologies better.  
Attitudes are not always consistent with the ideology as they are more visible 
and may be more likely to be influenced by group pressures, education, and 
personal interest.  As with any deep/surface relationship, we cannot understand the 
ideology of a culture by analyzing only the attitudes held by the people.  We must 
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also look at how the community acts as a unit.  For example, is legislation being 
pushed that will strip rights of native speakers of other languages?  Are people 
generally welcoming or defensive of other languages being spoken around them?  
Ideologies usually only become apparent through the actions of the society as a 
whole.  For example, the mainstream culture in the United States has maintained a 
monolingualist ideology for several generations (for more on this, see section 3.4.2.) 
but with the promotion of globalized ideals, being able to communicate in multiple 
languages is considered a valuable skill to have.  This results in many people 
expressing a desire to learn a foreign language themselves (reflective of their 
positive attitudes towards learning a second language as a step toward 
globalization) while still discriminating against people who speak their own native 
or heritage language (reflective of their monolingualist ideologist that views 
bilingualism as a transitory state and a lack of patriotism) (Leeman 2012; Sicoli 
2011).   
Since it is a difficult endeavor to identify these ideological structures, as 
linguists we look for how a society of people act and react as a group concerning 
languages to get a glimpse of the ideology (Woolard 1998).  A shared ideology will 
inspire or push people to act a certain way as they believe (according to their 
ideology) is the correct, obvious, commonsense path.  To identify the attitudes, we 
look at how people discuss language and language use.  For example: whether a 
person uses positive terms to describe a language or negative ones allows us to 
understand their attitudes.   
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Throughout this thesis, I talk about “positive” ideologies and “negative” 
ideologies. I use “positive” to refer to ideologies that may view bilingualism as a 
stable linguistic state, that may view the Native language as a way to establish 
identity as a member of their community, that may view speaking the language as a 
way to contribute toward the perpetuation and strength of the tribe, as a way of 
keep histories and traditions active, or viewing mastery of language as a valuable or 
high status ability. These are common themes that have come to light when studying 
Native language ideologies within groups who have been making positive advances 
toward language revitalization by gaining more speakers specifically among the 
youth in the community.   For example, the Hopi language has been losing speakers 
over the last two generations, however, the youth are currently learning the 
language again through community programs. Nicholas (2009) looked at language 
ideology among Hopi youth. She found that many youth were learning the great 
value of using the language. These youths cited responsibility to the community as 
well as a desire to participate fully in their community as reasons why they felt a 
desire to learn the language.  These views are backed up by a great number of 
community-oriented programs recently established to teach the language and the 
participation of youth in these events.  More examples such as this can be noted in 
the appendix.  
“Negative ideologies” are the opposite as described above. When a negative 
ideology has been absorbed by the Native group (often from outside pressures, as 
will be discussed in section 3.4.2), it might be accepted to associate the Native 
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language with past generations and see it as no longer relevant to a contemporary 
community. It may be associated with poverty or with lower education. Bilingualism 
may be viewed as a transitory state where the speaker only uses their Native 
language until they are proficient in the dominant language. The language may be 
viewed as not a valuable commodity but as one that will hold them back in the 
workplace. Unfortunately, these perspectives are common amongst tribes that have 
continued to experience language loss and have not regained many new speakers, 
particularly few from younger generations.  For example, the Kiowa language has 
been steadily losing speakers for an extended period of time and, while there seems 
to be some interest in revitalizing the language, very few new materials or programs 
have been developed over the last 40 years, as can be seen in the appendix. 
Supporting the lack of action in revitalizing the language, negative attitudes seem 
prevalent. Neely and Palmer did a study in 2009 looking at ideologies among Kiowa 
youth. They found a general view that it is better to let the language die than to 
make mistakes while speaking.  Again, this and other like cases the can be found in 
the appendix.  
Even though a community may have widespread negative language 
ideologies embedded within the culture, there is still the possibility for speakers to 
decide that their language is valuable and should be spoken. These speakers turn 
against the accepted norms of language usage within their community and decide to 
use their language. However, this is not a common within a group that has negative 
ideologies associated with the language. It is far more common for speakers within 
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such an ideological framework to choose the language of the mainstream culture as 
that is the most accepted language given their surroundings.  
3.3 Effect of Internal Ideology on Native Communities in the U.S. 
Language ideologies that have been internalized by a community are one of 
the most powerful forces that influence a language revitalization project, as 
mentioned above.  The beliefs and understanding that a community has about 
language in general, specific languages, such as their language in relation to the 
mainstream language, and language use will either prepare a community to pick up 
and actively use its language again or the ideology may encourage them to abandon 
the language for the indefinite future, regardless of how much interest the people 
may vocalize.  Many people may have positive attitudes towards the language, but 
when the ideology discourages maintenance, revitalization efforts will struggle.   
In this section, I will first look at how negative language ideologies can be a 
strong force to discourage a community from maintaining their language.  I will look 
specifically at the case of a Mayangna variant, Tuahka, in Nicaragua.  Next, I will look 
at how ideology can affect one’s sense of identity.  In many cultures around the 
world, language is the primary determinant for ethnic identity.  When the language 
shifts, the understanding of one’s ethnicity could also shift.  This is important for 
revitalization in that strengthening the community’s sense of identity is an 
important step in fostering positive ideology.  While this is an important concept to 
recognize, Rinehart (2006) points out that this is not always the case for all Native 
groups in the US.  While some have maintained their group identity without the 
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language, others have experienced “ethnic reorganization” in spite of the fact that 
they have maintained the language (p. 4).   
3.3.1 Effect of Negative Internal Ideology on Language Maintenance 
Even when facing challenging situations, it is possible to grow a speaker base 
when a language ideology exists in a community that promotes bilingualism and 
maintenance of a heritage language.  For example, tribes such as the Wampanoag 
and Miami7 have been faced with particularly challenging situations, both 
Wampanoag and Myaamia lost all speakers of their language.  However, many 
within the communities currently maintain positive associations with their heritage 
and language, such as pride in cultural and linguistic identity that can function to 
drive the people to learn the language and work to restore it (this is not to say that 
they do not have their own struggles with negative ideology, see section 3.4 for 
more on ideological conflict).  In 1997, it was said about the revitalization of Maori 
that its success or failure would depend “on the attitudes and commitment of Maori 
speakers as a whole to maintaining and revitalizing the language" (Nicholson 1997).  
Attitudes and ideology of Maori have remained positive and Maori revival is now 
considered to be one of the most encouraging stories for indigenous language 
revitalization today.  Had their ideological standing been less positive or supportive, 
it’s hard to know if they would have experienced such successful maintenance since 
the initial revival in the 1990s.  However, when the ideology within a group does not 
                                                          
7 Some tribes have a name for their language that differs from the name for their people. Miami is an 
example of this. Their language is Myaamia.  
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allow for heritage language maintenance, it becomes a difficult battle to keep the 
language active as can be seen in the following example found within Mayangna 
communities in Nicaragua.   
The Mayangna communities present a very interesting situation where one 
variant of the language (Panamahka) is active and has maintained its speakers, 
while the other variant (Tuahka) has been steadily losing speakers over the last few 
generations; the children preferring to speak Miskitu, the neighboring Native 
language which enjoys more social power than the Mayangna variants.  The main 
difference between the variants is that many Tuahka communities have absorbed a 
language ideology that portrays its own language in a negative light while 
maintaining positive beliefs about the Miskitu language.  The shift that Tuahka 
communities are experiencing is not a gradual or natural shift from Tuahka to 
Miskitu caused by assimilation or contact where the languages may overlap, 
maintain bilingual environments, or be in complementary social distribution.  In 
fact, there had been rather little contact with the Miskitu leading up to the language 
shift. Instead, there has been a complete rejection of their native language resulting 
in a rapid shift to Miskitu which can be explained only through ideological means.   
The two variants, Tuahka and Panamahka, are very similar on nearly every 
level.  Interestingly, they both have gone through the same programs for revival, and 
have access to the same kinds of materials and teacher training.  Additionally, the 
cultures of both the Tuahka and Panamahka are structured the same and both face 
the same political context within the same state of Nicaragua.  In an attempt to 
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identify the reason why Tuahka speakers were shifting to Miskitu, a team of 
Mayangna linguists (the Mayangna Yulbarangyang Balna) conducted informal 
surveys with both Tuahka and Panamahka speakers about beliefs concerning 
Tuahka, Panamahka, and Miskitu.  The results of this study are detailed in a 
forthcoming paper by Benedicto, Shettle, and Mayangna Yulbarangyang Balna 
(2015).  The only variable identified between the two lies with the ideology found 
among both the communities and the dominant indigenous group in the area (for 
more on mainstream influence, see section 3.4): positive beliefs and associations 
with the language correlates with a healthy maintenance level, whereas negative 
associations and beliefs correlate with rapid language shift.  Once absorbed by the 
Tuahka, the negative beliefs about their language and positive beliefs about Miskitu 
encouraged language shift.  The negative associations that the Tuahka have about 
their language were known to exist within the Miskitu before the ideologies 
extended to the Tuahka communities.  That is, the Miskitu believed their language 
was of a higher caliber than the Tuahka language before Tuahka speakers also 
adopted this perspective.  As such, it appears that the ideology maintained by the 
Miskitu was actually absorbed within the Tuahka community.  Once absorbed, 
speakers of the language began to quickly shift from their native language to the 
Miskitu language.   
Communities do not choose to have such negative views of their language 
consciously.  Leeman points out that even when members of a community are 
negatively affected by an ideology, they may still accept the ideology (2012: 46).  If 
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the ideology enters the community through means such as media, education, or 
contact with a group who adheres to the ideology, members of the community may 
initially recognize the ideology as a harmful one (ibid.)  However, as I discuss 
further in section 3.4, external ideologies can become naturalized and viewed as 
commonsense with time.  It is at this point that even people negatively affected by 
an ideology may adhere to it.  As stated in section 3.2, ideologies are often 
subconscious and as such, those negatively affected by them may not recognize that 
they are adhering to such an ideology.  This is especially true when individual 
attitudes appear to be positive, as we will see is the case with the Tuahka in 
Nicaragua.   
When asked direct questions about the language, such as, “Do you use the 
language with your children” and “Do you think it is or is not important to maintain 
the language” Tuahka responses were overwhelmingly positive (Benedicto, Shettle, 
Mayangna Yulbarangyang Balna 2015).  They spoke favorably of the language, 
saying that Tuahka is important to maintain, that they teach the language to their 
children, and that they believe it is important to do so.  Unfortunately, this is not 
what occurs. The language is not being taught by the same respondents who 
describe wanting to teach the language.  Since this is not what occurs, it seems that 
their words reflect their attitudes towards their language rather than their ideology.  
Since these attitudes were not acted upon we recognize that a deeper ideology 
which does not mirror the attitudes verbalized by the Tuahka has made its way into 
the community culture.   
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Responses to open ended questions asking for impressions and descriptions 
of the language yielded very different results from the specific questions about the 
language.  A far cry from the positive responses acquired from the direct questions, 
most Tuahka described their heritage language in negative terms.  Mayangna 
community linguists identified these ideological beliefs about specific languages as 
being common among the Tuahka:  
 Tuahka is viewed as being of lesser quality compared to Miskitu. 
 Tuahka has been “contaminated” by Miskitu (while Panamahka, the stable 
Mayangna variant, is considered to be “pure”). 
 Tuahka is associated with rurality. 
Participants also brought up related topics such as social hierarchy within 
the communities; showing that they understand Miskitu individuals to maintain a 
higher social status.  This suggests a deep-seated ideology that associates negative 
attributes with their native language and positive attributes, such as power and 
social mobility, with Miskitu.  Thus, despite verbalizing that it is important to 
maintain the language, the language is not passed on due to the negativity 
embedded within the subconscious of the community.   
As an important contrast, responses from Panamahka speakers did not 
reflect these same values.  They do not hold these beliefs with respect to their own 
language variety.  Instead, they view their language as an important part of their 
familial and cultural identity (Freeland and Frank 2011) and were less likely to 
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compare their language to Miskitu in spite of having the same amount of contact 
with the Miskitu.  Thus, it appears that negative stereotypes of the language have 
been allowed to exist and fester within the Tuahka community resulting in the 
continued loss of Tuahka today.  The case of Tuahka and Panamahka is an important 
example of how crucial ideology is to language maintenance since, as I said earlier, 
all other variables between the two variants appear to be equal.  Ideology is the only 
way in which the two variants differ and as such can be viewed as the explanation 
for why language revitalization efforts have not been effective with the Tuahka 
while they have been effective with the Panamahka.   
3.3.2 Language Ideology and Identity 
If an ideology is maintained that contains the understanding that language is 
the determining factor for ethnic identity, language loss will greatly affect group 
identity.  It can lead either to cultural assimilation or to the adoption of a totally new 
identity, as we will see in the example below.  When such a drastic switch in identity 
is made, language revitalization becomes even more difficult to achieve.   
  Language ideology has a great influence on identity for many cultures.  For 
many groups, the language a person speaks is the determinant for what ethnicity a 
person belongs to.  Wardhaugh (1983) describes ethnicity as a feeling of group 
identity that is derived from real or fictitious common ties, such as language, race, 
and religion.  Thus, there are several potential factors that feed our concept of 
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ethnicity.  I will look at some specific examples of a language-based understanding 
of ethnic identity.  To do this, I will first return to Mayangna.   
In the 19th and 20th centuries, there was a shift in the identity of certain 
Mayangna communities.  Many Mayangna towns disappeared during this period and 
were subsequently replaced by Miskitu populations – or so it appeared.  In the 
1930s, Mueller (1932: 33) noted that there were about as many Mayangna as 
Miskitu people in the region between el Rio Grande y Punta Gorda.  Conzemius also 
identified many communities in this area as Mayangna in the 1930s (1932: 15).  
However, only 60 years later, Buvollen & Buvollen (1994) conducted a study on the 
demographic make-up of the region and showed that the area was almost 
exclusively Miskitu.  In spite of no migrations or movement of communities, many 
traditionally Mayangna regions are currently considered to be Miskitu.   
Not much was known about what happened to the Mayangna who used to 
live in the area until Jamieson (2001) looked into the linguistic history of the area.  
He determined that many of the Miskitu communities were not, in fact, populated by 
Miskitu people, but rather they were populated by descendants of the Mayangna.  
Linguistically and culturally, they were (historically) Mayangna although in 
contemporary times, they appeared to be, and identified as, Miskitu (2001: 7).   It 
appears, then, that within the ideology of these Mayangna communities is the 
understanding that a person belongs to the ethnicity of the language they speak.  
This means that the linguistic shift of these communities resulted directly in a shift 
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of ethnic identification.  Jamieson offers the following explanation for this historical 
change of identity: 
“[E]l idioma sumo que se hablaba en estas aldeas fue abandonado, y con el 
tiempo, los habitantes se hicieron bilingües al comienzo y monolingües en Miskito 
o español después.  Poco tiempo después, estas comunidades serían identificadas 
por los habitantes y por extraños como miskitas o mestizas dependiendo si habían 
adoptado el Miskito o el español” (Jamieson 2001: 10). 
[The Sumu language that was spoken in these towns was abandoned, and 
with time, the speakers became bilingual at first and monolingual in Miskitu or 
Spanish next.  Not long later, these communities would be identified by both the 
inhabitants and by outsiders as Miskitu or mestizo [mestizo being defined as 
Spanish-speaking descendants of both Native and Spanish ancestry] depending on 
whether they adopted the Miskitu language or Spanish.] (Translated by author.) 
  Thus, the Mayangna people and their descendants still live in their same 
homes, in their same communities, but they use a different language to express their 
relationship with the world.  This language seems to have altered their sense of 
ethnic identity entirely.   
This total and abrupt adoption of a new identity purely based off linguistic 
shift is not unique to Nicaragua, however.  In some Native communities in Mexico, 
language seems to be the primary indicator of ethnicity, according to Sicoli (2011: 
174).  The Zapotec town of Asuncion shifted to Spanish rapidly.  When only a few 
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speakers of Zapotec remained, these few were the only people recognized by the 
community to be of Zapotec ethnicity, despite the population being directly 
descendant of those recognized as Zapotec people.  Thus, for the Zapotec, language 
appears to trump conceptions of race or religion in terms of an ethnic identifier.   
Language influences perceptions of nationality in the United States, also.  Tse 
(2010), in looking at how ethnic identity formation affects heritage language 
maintenance among Asian Americans, found that many heritage speakers 
understood that their ability to be accepted by the dominant culture hinged on their 
English language ability.  If they did not sound monolingual, they did not feel 
accepted by mainstream, monolingual, English speaking Americans.  This feeling of 
non-acceptance holds true on a broader scale as well.  Americans who have acquired 
any variety of American accent often do not accept as American those individuals 
who speak English with accents derived from L1 transfer.  This ideology of linguistic 
nationalism has spread throughout mainstream U.S.A. and is very harmful for the L1 
as it creates an environment that puts social pressure on speakers to abandon their 
native language else they risk unacceptance by the mainstream culture by being 
viewed as non-American.  According to Eriksen (1992), “the nationalist doctrine of 
unity between culture and state is always harmful to linguistic minorities” (1992: 
329). 
These examples clearly show how internal language ideologies can affect 
cultural identity.  Drastic changes in identity such as these can prevent or slow 
language revitalization.  In addition to a people’s own ideology having influence on 
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maintenance and revitalization efforts, outside ideologies often have the ability to 
influence the language revival.  In the next section, I look at the way mainstream 
American ideologies have influenced Native language maintenance and revival.   
3.4 Effect of Mainstream Ideology on Native Communities in the U.S. 
In this section, I will show that external, mainstream ideology often has a 
powerful influence on internal ideologies.  These external ideologies can enter a 
culture through a variety of means, become naturalized with time, and eventually 
accepted as the norm.  This process effectively transports the external (often, in the 
case of the United States, negative) ideology to within the community.  Once within 
the culture, the ideology can prevent or slow maintenance and revival efforts.   
In their work on the life and death of indigenous languages, Terborg & Garcia 
Landa (2011) point out that external pressure often incites a conflict of interest 
among members of a speech community when the interest of the external society is 
in opposition with internal interest.  The individual then must deal with this internal 
conflict of interest.  The authors make a distinction between permanent interest and 
immediate interest.  The permanent interest in the case of language revival may be 
that an individual wants to maintain their identity as a member of a particular tribe 
while an immediate interest may be that they want to avoid feeling excluded or 
different from their friends or peers.  When the permanent and immediate interests 
conflict with each other due to external pressure, the person must decide which has 
greater weight.  The interest decided to be of greater importance is what their 
action then will be based on (Terborg & Garcia Landa 2011: 43).   
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What this means is that external attitudes and ideology can have severe 
implications for minority language groups attempting to retain their language.  In 
her work on agency of language ideologies, Melissa Rinehart (2011) found that 
language renewal activities became “sites of ideological struggle” (Kroskrity 2009: 
71).  She found that there was a variety of intertwined language ideologies amongst 
the Miami people.  Specifically she speaks of one tribal member who chose to attend 
the language revival camp, but spoke about how he believed if a person lived in the 
United States, they should speak “American” (2011: 92).  Rinehart explains that this 
man’s actions, attending and actively being involved in language revival camps, 
indicate not only his belief that it is important to maintain one’s native language but 
also his approval of bilingualism.  However, his words expressed the opposite.  This 
appears to be an example of external pressure (naturalized, mainstream, 
monolingualist ideology) creating an internal conflict of interest.  While this can be 
addressed by consciously thinking about language beliefs, there are other cases 
where the external ideology has a much more profound and dangerous influence on 
minority language groups.   
Martinez (2012: 62) provides specific examples of cases where ideology is 
enacted through the implementation of certain language policies and practices.  
Specifically looking at Spanish, he points out that “negative attitudes about Spanish 
can result in forceful interventions, sanctioned by the authority of the states, that 
silence Spanish-speaking voices and that erase the public representation of Spanish 
speakers in this country.” One such forceful intervention is the case of Marta 
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Laureano, a woman who lost custody of her child when the judge discovered she 
regularly spoke Spanish with her child (Martinez 2012; Verhovek 1995).  This sort 
of prejudice against non-English languages is prevalent and dangerous in the United 
States.  It is not only the monolingualist language ideology that is dangerous, but 
also the mainstream cultural ideology.   
3.4.1 Mainstream U.S. Culture Ideology: Culture vs. History 
It would appear that the culture ideology maintained by the mainstream 
society in the U.S. views culture as either something foreign (and therefore un-
American, un-patriotic, or even anti-American), or as something that was active only 
in the past.  The prevalent view of the U.S. as a “melting pot” seems to work as 
something to eradicate the cultural identity and practices of immigrants, 
transitioning them from un-American to American.  This whitewashing of culture 
and language leads to opinions such as “Americans have no culture”, “English is 
culturally neutral”, and many other commonly heard expressions which are very 
much un-true.   
This ideology affects Native people in the sense that the dominant culture 
often tends to understand Native culture as something that existed only in the past 
and that enacting Native cultural practices is a sort of reenactment of historical 
times as opposed to participating in traditions that are current and relevant for 
community members today (Osawa 2009).  This association of Native culture almost 
exclusively with history leads many non-Native Americans to (subconsciously) 
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believe that Native groups do not exist or are no longer active, certainly not to the 
extent that they actually are.  This is evidenced through the popular belief that 
protests against cultural appropriation, using racial slurs, and supporting 
caricatured Native images as sports mascots are issues of Political Correctness as 
opposed to it being civil rights issues.  Another example is the continued and often 
unquestioned use of Redface in Hollywood.  By Redface, I refer to the use of make-
up or costuming to make a non-Native person appear Native.  Often, to achieve this 
effect, the artists will capitalize on exaggerated and often incorrect stereotypes of 
Natives.  These characters are often portrayed as “violent savages” or “nobly 
ignorant spiritualists” complete with broken English (Basham 2014).  While it is 
rightfully socially unacceptable to employ offensive Blackface in the media, Redface 
is still very common and not yet recognized as offensive by many within 
mainstream American culture.  Although there are Native actors available for these 
roles, they are typically ignored. Perhaps Redface remains common due to the 
ideology that views Native cultures as existing only in the past and those clinging to 
such an ideology subconsciously believe indigenous cultures no longer exist making 
Redface not only non-offensive, but necessary. 
Galla (2010) recalled a student sharing an experience from her high school in 
which she read in a textbook that her people no longer existed, that they were 
“extinct”.  In those moments, the student described her feelings as those of 
desolation.  This issue exceeds the individual feelings of desolation when 
encountering such beliefs. Such a negative external ideology can have terrible and 
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prolonged effects on Native cultures.  Osawa (2009) reflects on how much damage 
the media has done to Native peoples.  She points out that if the media can 
successfully ignore who they are, and Native peoples’ lives are never validated in 
mass media, they have been erased from non-Native’s perception of society.  This, 
she argues, can be considered an act of genocide all over again as it is a 
contemporary way to strategically eradicate society of a people group.    
Mainstream U.S. may overtly recognize that there are hundreds of Native 
tribes, but their actions imply they believe them either not to exist or not to be of 
any consequence, indicating these views belong to a deeper ideology.  Other 
examples of actions that expose this ideology are found in the promotion of an 
English-only regime that targets Spanish language, motivated by Hispanophobia, 
which also negatively affects Native groups; the belief that English can be the only 
true language of the United States, not recognizing that other languages were here 
first and continue to be spoken here today; not taking Native groups into account 
when discussing minority or diversity and inclusion issues (rather focusing almost 
entirely on African American, Hispanic, and Asian issues), and many more.  This 
external ideology negatively affects tribes and their work in revitalization because, if 
adopted, it works to condition Native people to view Native culture and language as 
only important or fully authentic in the past.   
In order to rethink and understand the contemporary place of Natives in the 
United States would require many Americans to rethink what they believe to be true 
historical fact.  Burke Hendrix, in his work on Native American land claims, defends 
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Natives’ rights to pursue land claims for a variety of reasons, one being “to challenge 
and revise the historical misremembering of mainstream American society” (2005: 
763).  This “misremembering” of history is just one influence on the ideology that 
associates Native culture entirely with history.  He states that how people 
understand history shapes how they understand the present.  When an entire 
culture has “misremembered” the past, or attempts to erase all aspects of history 
that cast their people in a negative light, it drastically alters that people’s perception 
of reality, which is exactly what has occurred in non-Native America.  Additionally, 
misremembering the past is dangerous for non-Native linguists interested in 
language revival because it could lead to a desire to “help” Native tribes based off of 
common stereotypes (for more on the role of non-Native linguists, see section 3.5.2).   
3.4.2 Effect of Mainstream Linguistic Ideology on Revitalization Efforts 
Within the mainstream United Sates, a monolingualist ideology has been 
assumed.  Studies have shown that monolingualist ideology often views 
monolingualism as the norm (Leeman 2012), bilingualism as a state of transition 
from one monolingual state to another (Sicoli 2011), and maintains a one-language--
one-nation mentality which ultimately portrays bilinguals as unpatriotic or 
nationally confused (Sicoli 2011).  A fear of secrecy is prevalent within cultures that 
adopt a monolingualist ideology and, specific to the U.S. is the idea that learning 
English is a quick and easy endeavor while not speaking English is viewed as the 
refusal to do so (Leeman 2012).   Members conforming to this ideology attempt to 
erase evidence that the US is anything other than a monolingual state.    
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Said-Mohand (2011) and Milroy (2001) remind us that in the United States, 
many people view languages other than English as a threat that could lead to the 
non-English language impinging upon English.  This belief is underscored by themes 
of power and control as speakers of English feel a need to protect their language, 
even at the expense of other languages.  The group in power tries to protect their 
position by excluding minority groups from power and privilege (Hinton and Hale 
2001: 39).  Requiring others to learn the English language became necessary “to 
produce a new crop of learners whose use of language would obliterate their old 
identity and reflect their new social status as (standardized) Americans.” (Spack 
2002).  Such a need to protect and promote English in order to destroy other “non-
American” identities reflects the ideology that equated English language ability with 
moral development (Morgan 2009).  This ideology has led to the stripping of 
language rights from many groups in the U.S. and the growing visibility of the 
English Only movement, as in such legislation as California Proposition 227 (passed 
in 1998) and Arizona Proposition 203 (passed in 2000) which were designed to 
restrict or eliminate many bilingual programs in their respective states.  
With time, ideologies become naturalized.  What may at one point have been 
an apparent decision to conform to one system of belief or another will eventually 
become embedded within society and viewed as common sense (Leeman 2012: 46).  
It is at this stage that groups who are negatively affected by an ideology may adopt it 
as their own.  When negative ideologies are so common place and accepted as the 
norm, they can have very drastic influence on maintenance and policy.  California 
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Proposition 227 and Arizona Proposition 203 made bilingual education greatly 
illegal within their states.  Families wanting to maintain their heritage language in 
California or Arizona are now limited in their resources to do so due to recognized 
English-Only laws. These propositions severely limit the options, previously 
protected by the Bilingual Education Act of 1968, available to parents on what 
language to educate their child in.   
The negative, monolingual, mainstream ideology that drives this legislature 
is also what led to the political intervention into a family’s right to choose what 
language to use with their children as was the case with Marta Laureano mentioned 
earlier who lost custody of her child when the judge learned she used Spanish in the 
home (Martinez 2012; Verhovek 1995).  This negative environment contributes to 
the internalized idea that a people and their means of expression, their language, is 
never going to be “good enough” or pure.  This is common amongst Native languages 
which, for hundreds of years, even throughout the 20th century, were portrayed as 
languages with incomplete or simplified grammar, limited lexicons, and single word 
sentences, such “ugh” and “how” (Dixon 1997; Nolley 2003; Plous 2014; Wilson 
2008).  These attitudes and ideologies turn language into a source of shame rather 
than pride and encourage rapid language shift among non-monolingual English 
speakers heavily exposed to the mainstream culture and ideology.  As bad as this 
ideology is, it is more harmful if it is spread to marginalized groups and becomes 
naturalized within local ideologies.  
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As discussed above, some Tuahka communities in Nicaragua shifted to the 
Miskitu language.  Interestingly, there was little to no Miskitu presence within the 
Tuahka communities in question before or after the time of the shift (Benedicto et 
al.  2006).   Entire villages shifted their linguistic choices based on a population that 
is not even present within the community.  They felt the pressure of an external 
ideology and subconsciously adopted the ideology as their own in spite of how it 
negatively affected them, as Leeman (2012) reminds us is not uncommon.  Once 
they adopted this ideology, it ate away at the language from the inside.  There were 
no externally enforced interventions, as with Laureano’s custody case discussed 
above (Martinez 2012; Verhovek 1995) and both Propositions 227 and 203. Instead, 
it was an internal shift (sometimes insensitively referred to as “linguistic suicide”) 
as a result of the adoption of an external ideology.  Thus, even when the external 
cultures do not intend to influence other people groups, when they have more 
power economically or politically, it is irresponsible to assume that as an external 
society, the ideologies, attitudes, and actions of that society will not harm minority 
groups.   
In regards to the term “linguistic suicide”, Ash, Little Doe Fermino, and Hale 
(2001) remind us that, “we do not exist in a condition of economic justice in which 
people who choose to do so can speak a local language and pass it on to their 
children entirely without regard for any economic consequences” (p 19).  
Additionally, it is important to remember that, up until about a generation ago, “the 
United States policy was firmly fixed on eradicating non-European culture and non-
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English speech from its territory” as quickly as possible (Dalby 2003: 127).  Thus, it 
is important to be careful to avoid expressing agency or inadvertently assigning 
blame to the last generation of speakers when discussing language shift. 
In its attempt to maintain its monolingual identity, mainstream culture in the 
United States casts minority languages not simply in a negative light, but portrays 
them as a personal liability and a threat to national unity (Leeman 2012: 48).  Being 
well established within the culture of mainstream U.S., these negative ideologies can 
be (and have been) very dangerous for Native languages. For this reason, it is of 
upmost importance to work on improving language ideologies both within and 
outside Native communities (see section 3.5 for more on changing ideologies).   
3.4.3 Historical Trauma 
In studying language ideologies among the Miami people, Rinehart (2011) 
showed that the ideology that led tribal members to abandon the language in the 
1960s is the same ideology that today discourages those members who do not wish 
to participate in language revival from contributing toward the effort.  It is not 
uncommon for Native communities today to continue to feel the pain and hurt from 
their history.  It is as if the pain suffered by their ancestors is passed on to members 
of the community today in addition to the current struggles that all members of 
Native communities face on a day-to-day basis.  This inter-generational trauma can 
have drastic effects on revitalization efforts.   
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3.4.3.1 Defining Historical Trauma 
Maria Yellow Horse Brave Heart first began studying trauma in the 1970s 
while working as a clinical social worker.  She became aware that an ancestral 
legacy of trauma continued throughout many generations for many Native tribes.  
Though she worked primarily with her own tribe, the Lakota, she noticed that 
symptoms of trauma existed in many other tribes as well.  Recognizing how similar 
this phenomenon is with Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, she originally referred to 
the issue as “Intergenerational Posttraumatic Stress Disorder”.  She continued to 
develop this concept into the current theoretical framework which she termed 
Historical Trauma Response.  Brave Heart (2003) defines Historical Trauma as 
“cumulative emotional and psychological wounding over the lifespan and across 
generations, emanating from massive group trauma experiences”.  Brave Heart 
notes that there are signs of Survivor Syndrome common throughout Native 
cultures as well.  Survivor Syndrome is sometimes called Survivor Guilt or 
Concentration Camp Syndrome, due to its prevalence amongst survivors of the 
Holocaust and descendants of those survivors.  Survivor Syndrome is currently 
considered to be an aspect of PTSD according to the DSM-IV.   
Brave Heart (2000) explains that Historical Trauma Response is comprised 
of the following features: 1, transposition, in which one lives both in the past and 
present, reliving the ancestral suffering.  This suffering becomes the primary 
organizing principle in that person’s life (Kestenberg 1990); 2, identification with 
the dead where one feels emotionally and psychologically lifeless (Lifton, 1968, 
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1988); 3, The final main feature of Historical Trauma Response is the maintenance 
of loyalty to those who suffered in the past (Fogelman 1988, 1991).   
There are many symptoms of Historical Trauma Response.  Brave Heart 
(2000) describes the typical symptoms as depression, self-destructive behavior, 
psychic numbing, poor affect tolerance, anger, and elevated mortality rates from 
suicide and cardiovascular diseases.  This has been shown to be true amongst 
Holocaust survivors and their descendants (Eitinger & Strom 1973; Keehn 1980; 
Sigal & Weinfeld 1989) and also amongst Lakota people (Brave Heart 1998, 1999; 
Brave Heart-Jordan 1995).   
Historical Trauma affects those members of the community who feel guilt at 
having survived knowing that so many of their ancestors suffered so much (Brave 
Heart 2003).  This unresolved historical grief is what leads many communities and 
individuals to abandon their language.  In this section, I will outline some of the 
injustices that have been committed against many Native tribes in the U.S. and show 
how these cruel acts still exist today in the form of Historical Trauma which has led 
to the abandonment of Native languages and continues to prevent or slow language 
revival and maintenance efforts in many cases.  I will look specifically at forced 
removals, the BIA boarding school system, and current struggles with racism.   
Most Native tribes know the pain of being pulled out of their homes and 
forced to live in a foreign environment with no tools to prepare them for such a 
change after trusting the white Americans to keep their treaties and treat other 
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nations with respect.  If being forced to leave one’s home with no warning were not 
difficult enough, Hendrix (2005) points out that: 
For most Native peoples, land and the resources it holds (particularly 
wildlife) are not simply things – they are parts in a complex web of 
interrelated spiritual and natural relationships, relationships that put 
individuals under moral obligations to respect them.  Nor will any 
anonymous bit of land fulfill this role – specific areas of land are often far 
more important than others as places where visions took place, where 
spiritual beings can be contacted, and where the human place in the moral 
order of nature can be understood (p.  769).   
Having such an important aspect of one’s identity fully ripped away is a pain that 
only those who have experienced it can fully understand.  Most of these forced 
removals, sparked by the Indian Removal Act of 1830, were completed just in time 
for the first boarding schools to be opened.   
3.4.3.2 Boarding Schools’ Contribution to Historical Trauma 
The boarding school era was an incredibly scarring period in Native history.  
The first boarding schools were established in the late 1800s.  By 1905, there were 
25 off-reservation boarding schools, over 150 on-reservation boarding schools, and 
307 day schools active in the United States (Adams 1995: 57-58).  These schools 
were active until the middle of the 20th century after over 100,000 Native children 
were forced through the system (Smith 2004).  Boarding schools have had a hugely 
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negative impact on the retention of Native languages and cultures in the U.S. and 
Canada (McBeth 1983).   
Boarding schools are the embodiment of victimization and survival of Native 
people.  The most commonly cited rationale of the government sponsored boarding 
school policies being "Kill the Indian and save the Man,” there are countless more 
examples of this same sentiment being voiced.  Philadelphia lawyer, Henry Pancoast, 
stated in 1882, referring to Native people: "We must either butcher them or civilize 
them, and what we do we must do quickly" (Adams 1995: 2).  Captain Richard Pratt, 
founder of the first off-reservation boarding school, the Carlisle Indian Industrial 
School, wrote that one should "transfer the savage-born infant to the surroundings 
of civilization, and he will grow to possess a civilized language and habit," (Pratt 
1973).  It is from this ideological foundation that the boarding school system grew.   
The goal of the boarding school system was to assimilate Native Americans 
into mainstream society as completely as possible (McBeth 1983).  By working to 
eradicate Native identity, reformers, educators, and federal agents used the 
boarding school system to wage cultural, psychological, and intellectual warfare on 
Native youth (Adams 1995).   
School administrators and teachers changed everything they could that 
reflected the culture of their students.  They cut the students’ hair, required them to 
dress in mainstream fashion, changed their diets, and gave them English names.  
Educators suppressed tribal languages and cultural practices, replacing them with 
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English, Christianity, and athletic activities (Davis 2001).  Native traditions and 
languages were strictly prohibited (Binder and Reimers 1982: 59) and if a student 
were caught speaking his or her native language, various acts of torture were used 
as punishment (Smith 2004).  Morgan (2009) sums up early English promotion well, 
saying, "Not content to promote just the use of English, many policy makers, 
educators, and missionaries denounced Indigenous languages and asserted that 
their use was incompatible with civilized life." (See also: Adams1995; Fear-Seagal 
2007; Reyhner and Eder 2007) Promoting an association of morality and civility 
with language served the educators goals in discouraging Native language use.  Also, 
since the child’s schooling was in a foreign language, any relationship between the 
written world of schooling and the experienced world of the child’s community and 
family was lacking.  This resulted in “colonial alienation”, as wa Wathiong’o (1986) 
calls it, where the child can no longer relate to his own culture.  He says it is as if a 
person sees “oneself from outside oneself as if one was another self” (1986: 18).   
While dealing with this confusion and alienation, instructors also taught 
students to abide by European-American gender roles, which, among other 
tragedies, ultimately worked to take women out of a position of political and social 
equality with men.  For many Native students, this cultural assault led to confusion, 
alienation, homesickness, and resentment (Davis 2001).  Additionally, due to such 
widespread and open racism at the time, it was not truly possible for Native peoples 
to assimilate fully into the dominant U.S. society.  Instead, this goal of assimilation 
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only led to the assimilation of Native people into the bottom of the socioeconomic 
ladder of greater society (Smith 2004).   
While attending school, administrators discouraged, and in some cases, 
prohibited students from visiting home, viewing such visits as threats to 
assimilation.  Thus, some students would be separated from their families for three 
or four years at a time.  Even communication with their families via letters would be 
intercepted and reviewed.  If the students spoke of homesickness, health problems, 
or abuses at the schools, the letters would be confiscated and never sent.  In this 
way, school administrators attempted to avoid as many requests to send the 
children home as possible.  In fact, of the requests they did receive, many were 
rejected (Davis 2001).  As if these emotional abuses were not enough, Native 
students were subjected to a militaristic regimentation and extreme discipline that 
led to much physical abuse as well.   
Sexual and other forms of physical violence (in addition to the emotional 
violence described above) were common and went unchecked throughout the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs schools (Smith 2004).  The few times that teachers were 
charged with any abuses, investigations were almost never completed.  However, 
John Boone, a teacher at the Hopi day school was found to have sexually abused at 
least 142 boys after FBI investigations pursed claims of abuse (American Eagle 
1994).  The principal of the school did not investigate a single allegation of abuse 
during Boone’s time at the school.   
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Due to this long history of continued abuses, “it is clear that Native 
communities suffer devastating, continuing effects as result of these policies” (Smith 
2004).  Even after the closure of the majority of these schools, and the end to such 
open, extreme abuses, the U.S. still has not implemented any official policies to 
address these detrimental effects, and in many cases, still denies such abuses (Smith 
2004).   
The traumatic experiences of the past have permeated throughout 
generations, affecting members of Native communities today.  Colonialism becomes 
successful when it has been able to colonize the mind, as wa Wathiong’o (1986) 
shows in his book Decolonising the Mind.  This gives the colonizers control over a 
people’s perceptions of self-identity and their relationship to the world.  Without 
this mental, or ideological, control, argues wa Wathiong’o, economic and political 
control can never be complete.  Colonizers can gain this control by destroying or 
deliberately undervaluing a people’s culture (including their art, dances, religions, 
history, geography, education, orature, and literature) and by elevating the language 
of the colonizer.  Dominating the people’s language, he states, is crucial in gaining 
this mental control.   
3.4.3.3 Consequences of Multi-generational Trauma on Revitalization 
Currently, Native people must still find ways to deal with being bombarded 
by a popularly accepted history and mainstream culture which “routinely 
downplays, ignores, or attempt[s] to justify the crimes committed against their 
ancestors” (Hendrix 2005; 774).  As mentioned above, Osawa (2009) points out that 
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if the mainstream media can ignore Native peoples effectively, they will have 
essentially erased Native tribes from the vantage point of mainstream American, 
committing a current form of genocide.   
Rinehart (2006), in her work on the shift and recovery of the Miami 
language, stated that “fears of discrimination are still pervasive today as many 
Miami or their parents experienced it first-hand.” This fear of discrimination and 
categorization as the “other” is enough to limit one’s decision of identifying openly 
as Miami, although, Rinehart found, this varies from community to community.  This 
decision affects the individual’s desire to learn the Myaamia language and may have 
the power to prevent moving forward with language learning.  Thus, this historical 
trauma has a direct impact on language revitalization.   
When embarking on a revival project, these traumatic experiences must be 
understood and approached with sensitivity before reaching a place where the 
ideology within the community is of a kind that will encourage language growth and 
active use.  Altman (2011), in her work on how globalization influences 
revitalization efforts, specifically as it influences the revival of Cherokee in North 
Carolina, states that when planning for the future, one must always reflect on, and 
understand, the past.  If this is not done, one risks misinterpreting the context of the 
language and people in question.  Any sort of misinterpretation would be hugely 
detrimental to work on either the language or to improve language ideologies.   
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3.5 Improving Linguistic Attitudes & Ideology 
As powerful, strong, and established as language ideologies seem, they 
change and evolve continuously.  Leeman & Martinez (2007) showed this clearly in 
their study of textbooks written for heritage language learners from the 1970s 
through 2000.  By analyzing the title and prefaces of 12 Spanish heritage language 
textbooks, they were able to effectively show how the portrayal of Spanish changed 
drastically in a very short period of time.  While in the 1970s, Spanish was 
consistently portrayed as a local language, a source of identity, and an object of 
personal ownership, just one generation later, the language was clearly portrayed 
no longer as a local language but a global language, no longer a source of identity but 
instead as a useful commodity, and rather than being an object of personal 
ownership, by the 2000s, Spanish was portrayed as a valuable national resource.  
These attributes are near opposites of each other and took only 30 years to change.  
While many valuable elements were lost in this particular transition, it is 
encouraging for many marginalized groups dealing with negative ideologies to 
know that ideologies can change rapidly.  As it is difficult to change, bringing about 
ideological change would require integration of language ideology improvement 
techniques in all aspects of language revitalization.   
3.5.1 Ideology and Attitudes 
The first stage in revitalization is to improve the way the language is viewed, 
McCarty (2013: 102) says.  Language immersion should only come after a positive 
ideology is established within the culture.  To improve ideology, speakers or 
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potential speakers of the language must recognize the value of their language.  The 
subjective theory of value, proposed by Carl Menger (1871), says that value is 
assigned to something based on the desires and goals of the individual, rather than 
the thing itself having inherent value.  When a person views something as a tool or 
an object that can help them achieve their goal, whatever that goal may be, they 
assign that thing an instrumental value.  People need to believe that their language 
has value and is useful (McCarty 2013: 102).  Carreira and Kagan (2011) conducted 
a survey on the goals, attitudes, and experiences of students in the United States 
who chose to learn their heritage language while attending university.  The survey 
included 13 different languages, though Native languages are absent from the study.  
Nevertheless, they found that the top reason given for learning the heritage 
language was to learn about the student’s cultural and linguistic roots (p.  48). When 
this is the goal, the language is assigned an instrumental value as it is viewed as a 
crucial path towards understanding their identity.   
Since establishing an instrumental value to the language is so crucial 
(Carreira and Kagan 2011; McCarty 2013: 102), it would follow that it is important 
to clarify the goals individuals have when learning more about their culture and 
identity.  Although it is not possible to motivate somebody to learn a language from 
the outside -- they must choose to do it themselves -- it is possible, and important, to 
create an environment that is motivating.  Teaching and displaying positive aspects 
of the language can enhance the visibility of the language’s value.  By encouraging 
people to have positive attitudes about their language and by examining and 
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accepting the values associated with their language, positive ideological shift can 
occur.  
Working to raise the prestige of the language within the community is one 
way to encourage speakers to view the language as cultural capital.  One way to do 
this is to work with respected leaders within the community.  Hoffman (2011) and 
Meyer (2011) show that this leader can take many different forms as long as s/he is 
respected by the group.  No matter who the leader is, however, it is of upmost 
importance that these respected figures be actively involved.  By actively 
participating, these leaders will help the revitalization work gain traction and 
relevance by demonstrating the prestigious, important nature of the language 
(Hoffman 2011; Meyer 2011).  In the case of Cherokee, McCarty mentions that tribal 
leaders were able to successfully elevate the status of the language by example.  By 
being first to learn the language, they demonstrated to the people that language 
revitalization was a way to exercise power as Cherokee people (2013: 152).  For 
children, a respected leader may be their parents.  King (2001:126) states the 
importance of children hearing adults speaking the language both to the children 
and to each other.  It is crucial for children to see the adults around them value the 
language.  If children learn that the language is not valued within their environment, 
they will abandon it in favor of the language they perceive to be of high value.   
While currently the mainstream media has been very successful in 
portraying Native people as of the past and/or irrelevant to the present or future, 
and as McCarty (2013: 24) said, mainstream American media is “rife” with racist 
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stereotypical portrayals of Native Americans, Kazakevich (2011) suggests that by 
harnessing the power of the media, we can generate a shift in language ideologies to 
favor bilingualism.  Using the language in technology and the media can transform 
ideological valuations in that the language will be “viewed as part of the 
contemporary world and relevant for the future of a particular group” (Eisenlohr 
2004: 24).  Hieber, a linguist working with Rosetta Stone to add Native language 
courses for the computer based program, mentions that media and movies are 
environments that endangered languages sometimes have difficulty breaking into 
(2013).  When it does happen, it can work to raise the status and prestige of the 
language, especially in the eyes of the youth.  For example, the Navajo language has 
recently developed negative associations with rurality and poverty (Holm and Holm 
1995:154-55; McCarty 2013: 88; also, see appendix 3). This is likely to have 
contributed to a continued declined in speakers, particularly in younger speakers.  
However, when the Nation sponsors projects such as dubbing the Star Wars Movies 
in Dine’, it contributes towards a positive view of the language as contemporary and 
relevant to younger demographics (Hieber 2013).   
3.5.2 Role of the Non-Native Linguist 
As non-community members, it is important that the linguists who are not 
members of a particular community understand when it is and is not appropriate to 
be involved in community decisions and actions.  While there are a lot of different 
opinions on what the role of non-community linguists should be (for discussions on 
Participatory Action Research, Observer-Participant Research, the Empowerment 
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Model, and others, see Benedicto and Mayangna Yulbarangyang Balna 2007; 
Czaykowska-Higgins 2009; Duranti 1997; Guérin and Lacrampe 2010; Rice 2011;; 
Yamada 2007) it boils down to recognizing the hegemonic power than English has 
historically (and presently) had over minority groups in the United States, being 
sensitive not to promote or perpetuate it, recognizing when and how non-Natives 
gain from such hegemony, and actively working to ensure they do not take 
advantage of such an unequal system.  For example, historically, mainstream culture 
in the United States and Canada put pressure on Native groups to abandon their 
language.  It worked.  It is crucial to understand this history before attempting to 
change the present.  Currently, there is a resurgence of grassroots programs aimed 
at maintaining and teaching these languages.  While this is a huge step in the right 
direction, linguists must recognize that it is not their place to push communities or 
individuals in one direction or another in terms of language use but rather to 
provide support and expertise when asked of them.  Whether it seems to be for a 
good cause or not, it is not the outsider’s place to influence culturally determined 
structures such as ideologies one way or another.  As Granadillo & Orcutt-Gachiri 
(2011) put it, “We provide tools for the communities but are fully aware that it is the 
communities’ choice whether to pursue activities to attempt to reverse language 
loss,” (Granadillo & Orcutt-Gachiri 2011).  Rather than attempting to “help” Native 
tribes and people, non-Native linguists have a responsibility to influence the 
attitudes and ideology of other non-Natives by educating them on current linguistic 
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realities to improve the context for language revival by reducing the external 
pressures placed on Native peoples.   
As academics, linguists have a unique position to reach many young people.  
As non-community members interested in language preservation, we have a 
responsibility to educate others how detrimental and hegemonic mainstream 
culture and ideology can be and has been.  Teaching linguists can demonstrate to 
their students that what many Americans believe to be factual history may be closer 
to a myth that might be based on some truths but has omitted so many of the sins 
committed against Native groups throughout history and today.  It is dangerous to 
believe that one’s thoughts and actions affect only oneself, yet this is a common 
belief among those whose thoughts and actions affect people around the world due 
to the hegemonic nature of their culture.  Currently, if mainstream media is any 
indicator, many children are taught that it is okay to stereotype and mock Native 
peoples and culture.  If this mentality is never directly addressed and reconstructed, 
then when the children grow up to gain a position of influence where they could 
change policy concerning language or the promotion of racism and stereotyping, the 
opportunity could be lost, resulting in a perpetuated hegemonic society.  Growing 
up in a culture saturated with acceptance for such abominable treatment of others, 
many do not even recognize harmful actions or terms as racist or as stereotypes 
(Kanatiyosh 2000).   While to some it may seem that this issue is not within the 
realm of linguistics but rather education, it greatly affects language revival in that 
these perceptions must be broken for any sort of change in monolingualist ideology 
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to occur.  A change in monolingualist ideology is necessary to relieve the external 
ideological pressure placed on Native groups today.   
3.6 Language Promotion in Action  
Throughout this chapter, I have discussed how focus on language ideologies 
and attitudes in revitalization is an important preliminary step that must be taken 
before language immersion even becomes a goal (McCarty 2013) and it is important 
to continue to work on and be conscious of throughout the revival process.  As we 
have seen with the case of the Tuahka speakers shifting to Miskitu, language shift 
can occur and revitalization efforts can be ineffective for purely ideological issues.  
When this shift occurs, it could drastically influence the identity of the people, as we 
saw not only with the Tuahka, but also with the Zapotec, and, to a certain extent, 
occurs in the mainstream culture of the United States where a person is not fully 
considered “American” if they have an accent derived from an L1 other than English.  
Although these ideologies come from within the community, it is possible for them 
to have been adopted from mainstream culture once the ideology has become 
naturalized and is viewed as being “common sense”.  This can be very dangerous for 
minority languages in the U.S. where a monolingualist ideology is the norm.  This 
can lead to the perpetuation of traumatic events similar to those that have occurred 
in the past.  Regardless of whether or not these ideologies have been absorbed by a 
community, linguists working in language revival must be sensitive to issues and 
topics related to the socio-historic trauma that tribes must still process to this day.  
Because of the prevalence of such trauma, it is vital that linguistic ideologies and 
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attitudes are improved before diving into a linguistic effort.  Without improving 
ideologies, linguistic work will likely not take hold due to the lack of a proper 
environment.  While ideologies are deeply seeded beliefs about language, it is 
possible for these beliefs to change quickly.  Building positive associations with the 
language, working to increase the visibility and prestige, using the media to gain 
credibility among youth and outside cultures will help to usher in an ideological 
shift.  Throughout this process, the role of non-Native linguists is to provide tools for 
tribes who request the tools they have available.  Non-Native linguists have a 
responsibility to combat the hegemony and willing ignorance of mainstream culture 
in an attempt to improve the negative external ideologies that continue to slow 
revival effort.  If linguists can challenge their peers, students, friends, and family to 
rethink history, to critically think about their own ideologies, and to recognize the 
responsibility that comes with being a member of a culture that has the type of 
influence mainstream America has, external ideology has a chance to improve as 










4.1 Introduction  
The relationship between language and culture has been studied extensively 
over the years by linguists and anthropologists.  In the past, people have spoken in 
terms of language shaping culture (as the theories of linguistic relativity, linguistic 
determinism, linguistic supertypes and other theories describe: Bohmeyer et al.  
2014; Durst-Anderson 2010; Durst-Anderson 2011; Everett 2005; cf. McWhorter 
2014).  However, many of these theories are no longer accepted in their purest 
forms by most linguist-anthropologists.  Rather than understanding one to design or 
shape the other, the relationship between language and culture is more likely to be a 
symbiotic one based on mutualism.  Michael Agar (1995), expressed the idea that 
language and culture are connected through languaculture; the intertwining 
combination of language and culture that is so unique that only a portmanteau can 
accurately capture this fusion.  One cannot be fully void of the other.  “When you are 
talking about the language, most of what you are talking about is the culture”, as 
Fishman put it (1994).   Language and culture work together to outwardly express 
what it inwardly means to be a member of one’s community.   
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Daryl Baldwin, Myaamia linguist, stated that in language revitalization, 
“teaching the language is not the goal.  Rather, it’s using the language as an 
articulation of our culture and helping everybody feel they have a right to claim it” 
(Baldwin 2009: 08:00).  The idea is that when community members understand 
what it is to be Miami, what it means to be an active part of the community, a 
context is created in which the language will be able to develop and grow in its 
natural environment.  Similarly, the main goal of the Māori Kōhanga Reo Language 
Nest program is “to raise Māori children as speakers of Māori in a whānau 
[extended kin group] environment which will affirm Māori culture” (King 2001: 
123).  These approaches echo what Hopi anthropologist Emory Sekaquaptewa said, 
“words have a home in the context of culture—in the course of daily activities, in 
social institutions . . . they have meaning within these contexts” (cited in Nicholas, 
2005, p. 31).  Those invested in the maintenance of languages strive to sustain or 
achieve this balance of culture and language in order to maintain the expression of a 
people. 
If we think of languaculture as the outward expression of communal 
knowledge and understanding, then if either the language or the culture of a people 
ceases to remain active, part of the knowledge, the understanding of what it means 
to be, will be affected.  Understanding that language and culture intertwine so 
closely with each other, if either the language or culture falls into disuse, the other 
half of the pair will take a significant blow as well.  Nicholas (2009) interviewed 
three Hopi youth who did not speak the language but were active within their 
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communities on the Hopi reservation in northern Arizona.  They reported to her 
that as they grew older, they became more aware that the Hopi language is a 
fundamental part of living Hopi. One of the interviewees described her lack of Hopi 
language as “the “missing piece” in the social and religious realms of Hopi life…“in 
Hopi, everything [knowledge, ceremonies, song, traditions] is passed down orally,” 
so language “plays a big key . . . in the learning process [of Hopi culture]””(ibid.).  
This is not to say that if there is no language, there can be no culture or group 
identity.  Unfortunately for those communities striving to restore their language to 
common use, the idea that if a language is no longer spoken that it is “dead” or 
“extinct”, implying a permanency to the disuse, has spread.  One of the unwanted 
effects of this terminology is the (perhaps unintended) promotion of the idea that if 
a language “dies”, so does the culture (Crystal 2002; Crystal 2006; Woodbury 1993).  
Not only is this not accurate (many groups have maintained their cultural identity in 
spite of language loss as can be seen with the Lenape, the Miami, the Wampanoag, 
and quite famously, the Jews before the creation of the current Israeli state and 
revival of the Hebrew language, among many others) but this terminology of death 
and popularization of the idea that culture cannot ‘survive’ without the language 
forms negative associations with the language and culture, affecting the attitudes 
and ideology within both mainstream and local cultures.   
These negative associations work against linguists and community members 
who try to revitalize a language.  Rather than encouraging positive ideologies, this 
terminology has done the opposite.  However, it is true that when a language falls 
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into disuse, the culture will be negatively affected since language and culture do 
form a unique, mutually symbiotic relationship.  Fishman (1994) described the 
drastic effect of language loss on culture by saying that when a language is taken 
away from the culture, “you take away its greetings, its curses, its praises, its laws, 
its literature, its songs, its riddles, its proverbs, its cures, its wisdom, its prayers. … 
That is, you are losing all those things that essentially are the way of life, the way of 
thought, the way of valuing, and the human reality that you are talking about.” 
Because of this strong relationship between language and culture, it is 
important to strengthen the culture as a part of language revitalization programs.  
By doing so, group identity is strengthened and culture can then function as the 
framework of the revitalization effort. Many tribes have incorporated teaching the 
language through many cultural activities and means.  For example, as discussed in 
the appendix, the Hawaii, Hopi, Miami, and Cherokee each have implemented 
outdoor-based community language programs, which are programs where 
participants work in the outdoors with other speakers of the language to discuss the 
surroundings, culture, and/or history of the area among other potential topics.  
Although this may look different for each tribe, the basic purpose is to use the 
language as much as possible or to introduce new terms in a cultural and 
naturalistic setting.  Of the ten tribes discussed in the appendix, the four tribes who 
implement this kind of program have each experienced recent growth in language 
users.   
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In this chapter, I will first (section 4.2) discuss general properties of 
languaculture as it pertains to language revitalization.  Second (section 4.3), I will 
show why focusing on both language and culture is crucial to the success of 
language revitalization.  Third (section 4.4), as a vehicle for the transmission of 
culture and ideologies, I will look at the great influence that education and 
mainstream schooling has on the maintenance of Native languages both in the past 
and in contemporary times.  I will discuss some approaches that current revival 
efforts have taken to improve the education system in which they find themselves.  
Finally, the conclusion appears in section 4.5. 
4.2 Languaculture as it Pertains to Revitalization  
Languaculture, the combination of language and culture, can be understood 
as what it means to belong as a member of a speech community.  It is cultural 
knowledge and an entire worldview.  When both language and culture are active, 
they build each other up.  They adapt to changes over time and evolve together in a 
natural process.  Figure 5 below exemplifies this relationship.  In this illustration, 
there are two distinct colors: Pink and blue.  They represent the distinct elements of 
language and culture.  However, the two colors combine and intertwine as they 
interact closely with each other.  As a result of this interaction, we see pink in the 
blue, blue in the pink, and a fair bit of purple.  This represents how language 





With the passage of time, the language and culture change.  This is the 
natural evolutionary process and natural form of languaculture.  Merrell (2012) 
points out that cultures, or “world versions”, are processual and polymorphous.  As 
members of these world versions, we perceive our culture as being static and fixed.  
We see it as being what it is and we know that it cannot be what it is not.  However, 
Merrell reminds us that culture is constantly becoming something other than what it 
was (becoming).  “There is no ‘being’ but rather the becoming of being and the being 
of becoming” (ibid.). Culture is a continual process of changing to adapt to the 
current context in which we find ourselves.  In terms of language shift and cultural 
change, Merrell says that at times, aspects of our world version are seen as flawed or 
inadequate given the current situation and, as members of the world version, we 
search for a patch or a repair to correct the inadequacy.  In difficult times, we 
replace it altogether with what we perceive to be a more adequate world version 
considering the context we find ourselves in.  A patch (which could be a neologism, a 
lexical borrowing, or code switching) or replacement (such as language shift) is 
made, leaving the world version other than what it was, but still true. “True” in that 
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it is still very much the languaculture of the same group of people in spite of the fact 
that it is no longer the same as it was before.   
How would the figure shown above look if a replacement was made? There 
would be gaps in the stream of languaculture though the remaining color would still 
carry traces of the missing element.  In the case of language shift, the missing color 
would be replaced by that of another languaculture and the stream would continue 
as a hybrid, expressing parts of the two languacultures in one stream, as 
demonstrated in Figure 6.   
>>>>>  
Figure 6: Language Shift’s Effect on Languaculture 
When we think about language revitalization within the context of 
languaculture, it makes sense that language could not be the sole focus of 
revitalization processes (Risager 2005).  If linguists and members of a community 
that has lost its language work together to document and restore the language but 
do not focus on the culture, we have a weakened form of languaculture: the 
language may exist in the stream, but with gaps representing where the culture 
should fill in.  Therefore, if both the language and (parts of) the culture are lost, and 
efforts focus on revitalizing the language, we can expect that the effort would only be 
truly successful if emphasis is also placed on strengthening the culture.  In this way, 
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the language will be nurtured and supported by the culture.  The language will 
evolve alongside the culture, as it does in its most natural environment.  Thus, 
achieving a balance between linguistic and cultural health will result in a 
linguistically strong and culturally independent community.  
4.3 The Language-Culture Balance  
In some cases, the language may be losing speakers, but the culture is still 
quite strong and can be used as the scaffolding to build a strong language program. 
Many non-speakers are still active in their community and culture alongside those 
who spoke the language before them. Nicholas illustrates this through an interview 
with a Hopi teenager who did not speak the language, "in spite of the fact that, as 
Dorian further stated, “Most of the time when you’re growing up, it’s English [that is 
used to learn the culture],” Hopi youth internalize the expected ways of thinking, 
feeling, and acting that define them as Hopi individuals” (Nicholas 2009). This is 
very important for revitalization. This sense of community and group identity works 
well to establish a strong revitalization program delivered through cultural means, 
as the Hopi are doing today.  
Constructed languages provide an interesting picture of language growth 
among a group who strongly identify with a unique sub-culture.  Many constructed 
languages, such as Okrand’s Klingon used in the televised “Star Trek” series, Na’vi 
from the movie “Avatar”, Tolkien’s Elvish (also called Eldarin) created for the “Lord 
of the Rings” series, and many others, have no native speakers, no etymological 
ancestry, and are developed systematically by one person or a small group of people 
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who intentionally work to invent the language (as opposed to natural languages 
which evolve from the common use of all speakers).  The creators of these languages 
often intentionally include unnatural or very uncommon linguistic features or 
processes (Okrent 2010).  However, regardless of the difficult features specifically 
designed into these languages, they are currently (in many cases) growing.  Klingon, 
a 30 year old language, boasts of about 100 fluent speakers with a speaker base of 
several thousand (Hendriks-Hermans 1999).  It has been said that Elvish likely has 
as many speakers, though an official count has not been taken.  Klingon and Elvish 
together are considered the most fully developed fictional languages (Okrand, 
Hendriks-Hermans, Kroon 2011).  Esperanto continues to grow and even has up to 
one thousand native speakers (Lindstedt 2006) with a speaker base that is difficult 
to find an accurate count for; estimates range from 50,000 to 3.5 million (Corsetti 
1996: 265; Crystal 2006: 425; Fiedler 2006: 74; Müller and Benton 2006: 173).   
Each of these languages has an active culture that developed alongside the 
language.  When a language is spoken, it presents part of culture automatically – 
simply looking at the words and concepts present within the language, we can learn 
about the culture.  Klingon has an official language institute (http://www.kli.org/), 
as well as a journal, a dictionary through Ultralingua (Bannow 2009), a poetry 
magazine (Okrent 2009), and even translated classics such as Hamlet.   
Interestingly, Klingon even gained a native speaker, though only for a few 
years.  Dr.  D’Armond Speers raised his son, Alec, to be bilingual in English and 
Klingon.  Thus was born the first native Klingon speaker.  However, as a 
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computational linguist, D’Armond Speers was primarily interested in the acquisition 
of constructed languages.  He intentionally removed his son from all aspects of the 
culture associated with Klingon, purposefully not exposing Alec to Star Trek nor 
other speakers of Klingon.  Without cultural support for the language, Alec 
eventually lost interest in Klingon (Hiskey 2012).  With time, Alec learned that 
Klingon did not provide any cultural capital, and recognized the power offered by, 
and the value of, English.  Upon this discovery, he developed a strong preference for 
English and shifted entirely from Klingon.   
In spite of being designed to be culturally neutral in 1887, Esperanto has 
evolved a strong cultural base, as well.  Their unique culture includes music, original 
literature, original movies, and a cookbook entitled internaciekiuri, or “cooking 
internationally”, by Maria Becker-Meisberger, which includes recipes shared within 
the community.  There are international yearly gatherings where speakers come 
together, use Esperanto, and spend time together.  It is at these gatherings that the 
recipes were collected to create the Esperanto cookbook.  Auld (1988) claims that, 
despite the design of Esperanto as being culturally neutral, speakers have access to 
"the expression of a common human culture, unencumbered by national frontiers.  
Thus it is considered a culture on its own."  
A frequently cited goal of the active spread of Esperanto is to promote world 
peace by eliminating language barriers (Crystal 2006: 424).  The concept that 
speaking the same language can lead to world peace is reflective of the ideology that 
associates bilingualism and/or foreign languages with hostility and lack of peace.  
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The existence of civil wars within a monolingual political unit, such as the American 
Civil War, demonstrates the futility of this belief.  However, as the language was 
designed with the intent to promote world peace (Lee 1917; Zamenhof 1907) and 
since some speakers still hold to this aspiration (Okrent 2006), Esperantists wish to 
see their language adopted by casual speakers and governments alike so that it 
might spread throughout the world and unite humanity together.  This ideology that 
views the language as a path towards peace combined with the strong cultural 
events and identity as Esperantists works to keep Esperanto alive and growing each 
year.   
The examples above of constructed languages further support the idea that 
when a culture is developed and stable, it provides the structure needed for the 
maintenance of a language.  This is seen in many Native language maintenance and 
revitalization projects.  In Nicaragua, the Panamahka people who live within the 
Bosawas Biosphere Reserve have great cultural support for their language which 
has resulted in a very strong population of active language users. However, in other 
areas where the Panamahka feel more social pressures and where the culture has 
been affected greatly by the neighboring tribe, they have had more of a struggle to 
protect their language (Benedicto, Shettle, Mayangna Yulbarangyang Balna 2015).   
There are no pure examples of a healthy language and fully inactive culture 
since the language makes up part of the culture.  Even if the culture is not manifest 
in other forms, the fact that the language exists IS enacting the culture to an extent, 
as Calfuqueo (2001) put so well when saying, “Toda lengua es una expresión de la 
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cultura; es decir, la enseñanza de una lengua implica también la enseñanza de la 
cultura expresada a través de ella” (Calfuqueo 2001:49).  “All language is an 
expression of culture; that is to say, teaching a language also means teaching the 
culture expressed through the language.” (Translated by author.) 
The Haida language is an example of a language that lost many speakers after 
harsh culture-reprogramming led by the Canadian government and a lack of focus 
on culture and community when language revitalization efforts started in the 1970s.  
Haida lost speakers throughout the 20th century due to bans by the Canadian 
government on participation in cultural activities such as traditional ceremonies.   In 
addition to this, the residential schools implemented methodical cultural 
reprogramming that targeted every aspect of the Native culture, as was common in 
the boarding schools of the United States and Canada at the time.  Their goal of 
civilization included re-socialization, linguistic elimination, harsh transition from 
informal to formal education, and adoption of English culture (White 2008).  As with 
many other boarding schools, the last school closed in the 1960s.  At the time, there 
were still many speakers of Haida, spanning multiple generations.  Linguistic 
materials were requested and created in the 1970s and interest in maintaining the 
language, developing language materials, and designing language classes was clear.  
In the late 1980s, language classes were implemented in Haida Gwaii district 
schools.  Despite being active through the 1990s, the classes are currently only 
available in elementary school.  Unfortunately, the number of speakers continued to 
decline drastically throughout the decades in spite of the linguistic support provided 
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through language materials and classes.  By 1992, only 15-20% of elders spoke the 
language, there were no monolingual speakers left, and 95% of speakers were 
women over 55yrs (White 2008: 30).  The focus of the language efforts seem 
concentrated on the language exclusively. As the revitalization programs were 
almost exclusively held within externally-oriented settings, the language was taught 
in contexts stripped of the Native culture and immersed in that of mainstream U.S. 
Other revitalization efforts have taken this approach as well with little prolonged 
success.  For example, as discussed in the appendix, the majority of Navajo 
programs have been designed for externally-oriented contexts and the Choctaw 
have had a disproportionately high number of externally-oriented programs 
compared to community-oriented programs. Both Navajo and Choctaw have been 
experiencing continued loss among language users.  
In this section, I have discussed why the concept of languaculture is vital to 
the success of language revival efforts.  Without this internal cultural support, it is 
difficult for the language to result in a healthy language community.  Additionally, I 
described the natural, continually changing, polymorphous nature of languaculture.  
No languaculture is stagnant; change is to be expected and accepted.  Revived Native 
languages that previously had fallen into disuse will not look exactly like they did in 
the past, but even if they had not fallen into disuse, the nature of languaculture 
dictates that it would have changed in some way regardless.   
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4.4 Education as a Cultural System 
In many ways, education is culturally and ideologically determined.  
Information determined to be valuable and in need of being passing down to the 
next generation is decided based on the values of the culture and ideological beliefs.  
Culturally determined gender roles, governmental structures, history, art, even 
certain aspects of science are all culturally determined to some extent, then formally 
taught in school.  Ideology is also reflected in education; mainstream U.S.  
monolingualist ideology is displayed through the quick elimination or restriction of 
language programs in public schools across the U.S.  (McCarty 2013).  This is 
especially a shame as L2 programs appear only in a restricted environment already 
– typically being taught no earlier than high school.   
All cultures traditionally have had their own unique system of education that 
is most effective for them within their context.  Some send children to school while 
others keep the children at home to be educated by the grandparents.  Each system 
works well in the culture within which it developed.  However, problems arose 
amongst Native groups when schooling replaced education.  When education was a 
local concern between parents and their children, parents had the choice of what 
language to teach their children in.  That choice was taken away from families in 
many cases.  By taking away the parents’ control over what language is used in 
education (or schooling) the government increased their control over Native 
families (Dalby 2003: 167). 
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 In this section, I will look at how education and schooling has influenced 
revitalization projects, some for the better, others for the worse.  I will first address 
why schooling traditionally has been a foreign element that continues to do damage 
to Native language revival prospects.  I will then look at how different tribes and 
organizations have developed unique forms of schooling to counteract that of the 
dominant culture.  By doing so, they have been able to create culturally strong 
contexts in which the language can be introduced.   
4.4.1 A Short History of Native American Education 
In 1819, congress passed the Indian Civilization Act which supported 
religious groups who wanted to teach and proselytize Native Americans. Many 
mission schools were established in the early and mid- 1800s. They were primarily 
bilingual schools as the Franciscans who established the mission schools believed 
language diversity was a gift from God (Morgan 2009).  
Carlisle Boarding School, the first off-reservation boarding school in the U.S., 
was established in 1879. This was the start of the Government School era (see 
section 3.4.3 for more on the incredibly destructive nature of the BIA boarding 
schools). In 1885, President Cleveland appointed J.D.C. Atkins as Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs who harshly restricted any usage of Native languages in school 
(Morgan 2009; Reyhner 2013).  Atkins’s stance on language usage was so strong, he 
believed that “the instruction of Indians in their vernacular is not only of no use to 




An independent investigation of the quality of the education provided by 
boarding schools was published in 1928. It spoke of the poor educational quality, 
bringing to light the fact that boarding schools’ “vocational training” was a way for 
the schools to use the children as laborers. The report called for more cultural- and 
age- appropriate education (Reyhner 2013). Native languages were encouraged 
under Commissioner Collier. Many boarding schools were closed in favor of 
community day schools. The Indian Reorganization Act, also known as the “Indian 
New Deal”, was passed in 1934, granting more rights to Natives (Morgan 2009). 
Bilingual textbooks were developed in 1940 as an “experimental” attempt to 
better assimilate Natives to mainstream culture (Reyhner 2013). As the 1940s 
progressed, funds began to diminish due to WWII (Morgan 2009).  
The 1960s saw the Civil Rights movements which led to the opening of 
Rough Rock Demonstration School in the Navajo Nation and the establishment of 
the American Indian Movement (AIM). It was the first BIA school controlled by 
Native Americans. This was a time of self-determination and reclamation for Native 
Americans (Reyhner 2013). 
The 1970s saw improvements in legislation and control of Native education 
being turned over to the communities more, as well as the establishment of the 
National Indian Education Association, organized to “bring together Indian teachers 
and administrators who were actively involved in the education of Native students 
in elementary, secondary schools, and university programs” (NIEA 2015). Through 
the AIM, survival schools were established, starting in ’72, as an alternative to public 
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school education. Curriculum provided by survival schools had a strong cultural 
focus and worked to combat the long-term effects of assimilationist policy (Davis 
2013).  
Congress passed the Tribally Controlled Community College Assistance Act in 
1978. There are currently 35 tribal colleges open today (Reyhner 2013).  
Unfortunately, there were huge funding cuts by Reagan in the 1980s, stalling much 
of the progress that was being made in Native education (Reyhner 2013). 
The Native American Languages Act (NALA) was passed in 1990 to protect 
and promote the rights of Native Americans to use and develop their languages as 
they wish (Reyhner 2013). As mentioned in section 2.1, NALA served a very 
symbolic role, rather than a practical one, until a grant program was added to the 
Act in 1992.  
4.4.2  Schooling as a Foreign Cultural System 
The schooling institution was meant to eradicate indigenous lifestyles and 
assimilate students into mainstream cultures. Vocational training (which was often 
just very intense upkeep chores within the boarding school) and a focus on civil 
studies and "Americanization" was intended to "drive students off the reservation 
and into mainstream U.S. society" (Morgan 2009).  Formal school-based education 
was the tool used to transform Natives. It was used to pry the individual away from 
the Native language, culture, and Native family structure. At times, schools took 
more than language and culture, they also took lives as many children died within 
the boarding schools.  Schooling has attempted to Christianize, civilize, and “kill the 
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Indian, save the man.”  If effective, then doing so would have absolved the 
government of its responsibility to the Natives as they would be pulled into 
mainstream culture and identity (Morgan 2009). 
Schooling as a formalized structure has been, and often still is, seen as a 
foreign system by many Native tribes in North America (Dumont 1972; Phillips 
1972; White 2008).  As such, it can continue to doing a lot of damage to both the 
culture and language of Native America (Benham and Cooper 2000: 2).  It’s even 
been said that many Native communities’ perception of the western schooling 
system is as “an alien institution whose very assumptions about educational 
processes are sometimes quite contrary to the assumptions shared by the tribal 
membership" (Leap 1982: 21).  There are two distinct and major categories that 
influence this perception of the system as being foreign: Content and style (Philips 
1982:133).  Not only is the content in formalized western education often very 
different from what is valued by many Native tribes, but how that content is taught 
drastically differs from cultural customs and norms within Native tribes, as well.  Of 
course, each tribe is unique, so I do not mean to imply that there is one unified 
Native ideology of education.  Instead, I will look at specific cases where tribal 
members and educators have identified differences in the content and style of 
formalized western education.   
As an example of how the content of Western education differs from that of 
many Native tribes, I will look at literacy and orality.  Before extensive contact with 
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Europeans8, literacy was generally considered a foreign concept.  Once introduced, it 
often caused social upset by introducing the foreign culture and foreign ideology 
that values written word over spoken word, seeing it as more valuable, reliable, and 
so on.  Additionally, literacy affects the semantics of language, its nature, as well as 
social structures (Logan 2004).  For example, as children were the ones to attend 
school, they became literate before the adults.  They were taught that literacy was 
valuable and very important for advancement in society.  It became seen as an 
indication of education (and by extension, knowledge).  That only the youth 
possessed this ability caused social upset in communities that value the knowledge 
and wisdom of elders over the developing education of the youth (McCarty 2008: 
16). 
Prevalence of the idea that literacy is necessary and more important than 
orality has been hugely harmful to Native groups around the world.  Associating 
development and advancement with literacy can be very damaging to those cultures 
who wish to maintain orality.  In fact, Dauenhauer and Dauenhauer (1998) say that 
confusion as to the role of literacy in Native language education is common as 
teachers have been trained to believe literacy is very important while orality as a 
rhetorical means complete with its own rhetorical devices is often ignored in their 
training.  This leads them to introduce literacy earlier than necessary rather than 
                                                          
8 It is important to remember that contact with another language itself does not spurn on language 
change. Many languages throughout time and space have co-existed in high contact with other 
language in a state of equilibrium, as Dixon (1997) describes. Rather, language shift occurs (the 
equilibrium is punctuated) when the local language is in contact with a power-controlling language 
of prestige that does not respect the validity of neighboring dialects. 
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strengthening the oral skills of the students first (Dauenhauer and Dauenhauer 
1998).  To combat the notion that literacy is more valuable than orality, Ugandan 
linguist Pio Zirimu coined the term “orature” in the 1970s to refer to oral literature 
and to demonstrate that orature is as influential to a society as written literature.  
By developing this term, he hoped to combat the portrayal of “the arts 
communicated orally and received aurally as an inferior or a lower rung in the 
linear development of literature” (wa Thiong'o 2007).  Although they are very 
different, orality and literacy do not have to be on opposite ends of the spectrum.  
Legg (2011) argues that although historically orality has been associated with “the 
primitive and natural” it is actually technological by nature.  Thus, by framing 
writing as a technology, the oral/literate binary is disrupted.  Legg looks at how 
societies (specifically, the Cherokee) based in an oral tradition have adapted to 
writing while maintaining the oral agent.   
Similarly, Zepeda (1995) proposed a literacy continuum which includes 
traditional knowledge of storytelling, rhythm of traditional narratives, oral 
structures of narratives, and the importance of oral literature, or orature, in 
indigenous communities.  The oral tradition, then, constitutes only one aspect of the 
continuum.  This aspect is grounded in familial and community relationships.  
Literacy taught in school has remained isolated from the familial and community 
side of the continuum and as such is found at the opposite end of the continuum.  
These two forms, orature and “school literacy”, have remained in conflict with one 
another as one is rooted in the family and community while the other is rooted in a 
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foreign context.  If literacy is viewed as an interpretation of signs, as McCarty 
suggests (2013: xxii), then recognizing this broader understanding of literacy, which 
would frame orality as a form of cultural literacy, opens opportunities for 
revitalization (Andrade 2007: 153; McCarty 2013). 
In talking about orality and orature within colonized Kenya, Ngũgĩ wa 
Thiong’o says that language was used as a tool to separate children from the history 
of their people as the children were taught only the colonizer’s language in school 
and were strongly discouraged (explicitly in the school, implicitly through negative 
reinforcement at home) from using their native language.  Since the history of the 
people was passed from generation to generation through the means of orature 
using the native language, much of this history was lost.  In addition, the children 
were taught in school that to advance in society, they must learn history from the 
textbooks provided only in the colonizer’s language.  This effectively replaced native 
history expressed using the native language through the means of orature with 
European history expressed using European languages through European means.   
Thus, “by removing their native language from their education they are separated 
from their history.” This, argues wa Thiong’o, put the lives of the colonized Africans 
within the control of the colonists (Global Literacy Project 2007). 
Much of this can be said for colonized America as well.  However, many 
Native groups, in the United States and around the world, are taking back orature 
with pride.   The Pueblo tribes rejected literacy as an educational goal.  Instead, they 
decided to focus on promotion of oral skills (McCarty 2008: 16).  Recognizing how 
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literacy leads to assimilation, the Pueblo people have resisted the adoption of a 
writing system, viewing literacy as something “white” (Reyhner 2001).  The Añun in 
Venezuela use oral narratives as vital element in their work to maintain their native 
language (Patte 2011).  By sharing these oral narratives, the Añun people establish 
their group membership and identity.  By focusing on togetherness, the narratives 
have been instrumental in strengthening the identity of the people and keeping the 
language active in spite of the difficulties they currently face, such as “encroachment 
of land, language, and traditions” (Patte 2011).  The Chickasaw have maintained an 
emphasis on orality in their language revitalization program. Similar to many other 
tribes, the Chickasaw have developed a number of language learning materials and 
resources to be available online. What makes their language website different and 
unique from most other tribes’ language websites is that text is kept to a minimum 
while promoting the spoken word. From describing the history of the tribe to 
explaining the differences in spelling systems, everything is explained through 
audio/visual or just audio files (http://www.chickasaw.net/anompa/index.html).            
Other tribes have adopted their own forms of writing and “have been able to 
establish rhetorical sovereignty through enacted orality, that is the writing of 
orality” (Legg 2011).  This can open up environments for culture and language 
maintenance as Francis and Nieto Andrade (2007: 153) state, “Speech communities 
that have been able to maintain a level of continuity with cultural practices 
associated with the traditional narrative can press this resource into service to the 
benefit of both language preservation and literacy development in general.” Thus, 
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it’s not that literacy itself is bad for Native languages or cultures, but when it 
originates from outside the culture and is pushed onto the people, it can have 
detrimental effects.   
As I stated above, there are not only cultural differences in what people learn, 
but also how people learn (see Philips 1982, White 2008).  The style of western 
education is very different from education within Native contexts.  Because this 
mismatch in style exists, often times, Native children do not get the structure or 
focus that they need.  The mainstream educational system in the U.S. is designed to 
meet the needs of the English-speaking, mainstream children, so when looking at 
off-reservation schools, we see that the non-Native children tend to do well within 
such a setting while the Native children fall behind their peers. 
Unfortunately, even though this system does not meet the needs of many 
Native students, "nations have come to believe that to be accepted as civilized, they 
must be educated; and to be educated, one must be schooled" (Carnoy 1974) and 
over 90% of Native American students at the k-12 levels attend public schools in 
spite of its ineffectual structure and content (Tippeconnic 2010). 
White (2008) shows that Haida students learn differently from mainstream 
students and participate in different ways, at different times, and with different 
expectations supporting the idea that the classroom is itself a cultural construction.  
He provides comparisons between culture at home and in the classroom for both 
Haida and mainstream communities. 
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In mainstream classrooms, teachers expect the students not only to gain 
knowledge at school, but to display it as well, to ease evaluation (Philips 1972, 
1983).  However, within Haida culture, intellectual competition is culturally 
unacceptable.  Putting such knowledge on display knowing that not everyone in the 
groups may possess that knowledge is viewed as arrogant (Dumont 1972) and is a 
quick way to “lose face” (White 2008).  Since the students avoid displaying 
knowledge, they do not react as expected when asked a question or otherwise put 
on the spot in class.  They will take more time before responding and will only speak 
up when comfortable with the teacher (Kaulback 1984) and they can competently 
perform (Philips 1983). 
Not only is their behavior different from the behavior of mainstream 
students, so are their preferred methods of learning.  Haida students tend to enjoy 
more group activities (Wolcot 1974), benefit more from collaboration (Plank 1994; 
Sawyer 1990), prefer to participate in non-competitive activities, and prefer to learn 
through observation rather than participation until they are very familiar with the 
material and know that they can perform well (Pepper and Henry 1987). 
Traditionally, Haida families do not have one sole authority figure at home as 
in many European-American households where the man is traditionally the “head” 
of the family.  The children grow up with the community, being raised by the 
community members and extended relatives (White 2008: 32).  Even currently at 
community events, rather than having a Master of Ceremonies to direct the event, 
there is a wider distribution of leadership.  Coming from such a societal structure 
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and being forced into a daily routine composed of recognizing only one figure as the 
leader of the class would be difficult.  Thus, students have difficulty viewing the 
teacher as the sole authority figure, turning instead to peers for help more often 
than mainstream students in earlier grades.  Expected classroom etiquette is very 
different as well.  Haida students favor one-to-one, face-to-face interaction, resulting 
in the students approaching the teachers’ desk to ask a question rather than raising 
a hand (Browne 1990; Philips 1972).  They also tend to wander around classroom 
without permission and remain silent when reproached, which can be 
misinterpreted as disrespect in a western classroom.   
The difference in content and context of mainstream schooling from 
traditional Native culture and education has led to some great challenges within the 
Native community. While many Native students are successful in school, there are 
several long term issues that still exist in Indian education, such as the following 
(taken from Tippeconnic (2010)’s presentation given at the ETS symposium on 
Family and Schooling): 
 High dropout rates and low graduation rates 
 Lack of Native administrators, teachers, and counselors 
 Lack of relevant curriculum 
 Absenteeism 
 Lack of funding 
 Old facilities 
 Unwelcoming environment  
 Past negative experiences  
 Lack of cultural sensitivity  
 Different types of interpersonal communication 
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During senate hearings of the 1960s addressing what was "wrong" with 
Native education and why the children were falling behind in public schools, the 
following came out: "But one of the chief things that was wrong with Indian 
education, according to many of the Indian witnesses at the Senate hearings, was 
not a deficit in Indian students or communities but the enormous communicative 
(not merely linguistic) gap between non-Indian teachers and school administrators 
and students from culturally conservative Cherokee homes” (Bender 2009). 
Due to these cultural differences, it is important for more Native teachers to 
be represented in the schooling system and for more Native educational options to 
be more readily available. Susan Phillip's (1983) ethnographic study of Indian 
students from the Warm Springs Reservation in Oregon argues that for Indian 
students to have more academic success, non-Indian teachers need to be much more 
aware of the differing communication patterns of different cultures (Reyhner 2001).  
“What needed fixing was not Cherokee students but the nature of the teachers- 
some of them must be Cherokee and some of them must be Cherokee speaking to 
serve the needs of children whose first language was Cherokee" (Bender 2009). 
Cleary and Peacock (1998) conducted a study in which they interviewed 60 
teachers of Indian students. These interviews largely confirmed the conclusion that 
traditional culture has a positive role, rather than a negative or no role, in 
developing academically successful Indian students. They summed up the view of 
one of the teachers they interviewed as, "The key to producing successful American 
Indian students in our modern educational system . . . is to first ground these 
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students in their American Indian belief and value systems" (Reyhner 2001: 101). 
Additionally, Jim Cummins (1996, 2000), reviewing the literature on minority 
education, found that students with a strong sense of cultural and personal identity 
were more likely to have academic success.    
4.4.3 Implementing Educational Change 
It seems clear that mainstream American education is not the most effective 
form of education for language revitalization.  Although Floyd (1981) says that well-
informed teachers should be able to instruct students into linguistic realities and 
cultivate positive attitudes towards the students’ heritage language, this does not 
always happen.  So how can we combat the prevalence of such a disadvantageous 
system? In this section, I will outline some common approaches taken by Native 
American groups with impressive success.   
Otto (1982:33) postulates that for a language renewal program to be 
successful, the program should be “designed to enroll and sustain families rather 
than individuals”, it should have “a basic and continuous commitment to home-
school integration”, and finally, it should continually provide “opportunities for 
using the target language which are rewarding, useful, and interesting to those 
enrolled”.  Each of the following forms of education ideally would incorporate each 
of these aspects.  First, I will discuss immersion and bilingual education; its benefits 
but also its weaknesses.  I discuss both immersion and bilingual education together 
because they are similar in the sense that they require many more resources 
(funding, personnel, teacher training, etc.) to implement.  However, it is important 
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to recognize that they are two very different forms of education.  Immersion 
programs avoid the use of or exposure to the dominant language entirely.  Bilingual 
education, on the other hand, tends to teach in two languages to about the same 
degree, being careful not to show preference for one over the other.  After 
discussing a variety of immersion and bilingual programs, I will move on to look at 
homeschool education and why it is becoming a more popular option for Native 
families.  Third, I will explore the importance of community based education and 
will look at how it can be incorporated into other forms of education.  Finally, I will 
discuss how traditional knowledge and culture can be incorporated into 
mainstream schools.   
Immersion education has been at the forefront of many Native American 
revival conferences for some time now.  It is widely promoted as the most effective 
means of language revival.  However, in addition to it being very successful, it is also 
the educational option that requires the most amount of resources and teacher 
training – two of the most widely stated obstacles for many tribes (Hinton and Hale 
2001).  Smaller tribes often to do not have the monetary resources to foot the costs 
involved in hiring staff, acquiring a building, and obtaining or creating materials, 
curriculum and lesson plans.  Thus, it is not a perfect fit for all tribes.  For those 
tribes who do not have these resources available to them, other options, which I will 
discuss below, may be more effective.  However, before discussing those options, I 
will address only a few of the impressive initiatives in immersion and bilingual 
education.   
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In the early 2000s, the Eastern Band Cherokee Nation opened an immersion 
school which currently offers classes to students from grades 1-6.  The Cherokee 
language was down to about 300 speakers when the school started in 2004.  The 
education is entirely in the Cherokee language and meets state educational 
standards.  The students are very successful and achieve high scores in formalized 
testing (Shretha 2009).  The Cherokee’s approach to immersion education is 
noteworthy for several reasons, one of which is their incorporation of traditional 
culture within the classroom.  While teaching math, weaving activities are used as a 
practice for students to work on their arithmetic skills such as adding and 
subtracting.  The Cherokee are known for their impressive and expert basket 
weaving, so explaining this activity in the Cherokee language and passing this skill 
on to Cherokee youth is an important aspect of education that can be implemented 
within the context of formalized education.  Additionally, the teachers at the 
Kituwah Academy will often take the students outside into the woods to teach 
within a natural environment.  Lesson plans are specifically designed to take 
advantage of the natural surroundings, teaching students important lessons about 
geometry, science, and language while going beyond the confines of a classroom 
(Jackson 2013).    
The Miami Tribe of Oklahoma provides language education in a culture 
immersion setting every summer through the Ewansaapita summer experience.  
This is a week-long day camp (though in the past it has been an overnight camp) for 
children to learn what it is to be Miami.  As a language that lost all speakers before 
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revival efforts began, Myaamia is in a unique situation where the teachers of the 
language are also learners.  However, the Miami have been able to move forward 
with the success of the Ewansaapita program where language instruction is mixed 
with traditional activities such as storytelling, lacrosse games, and field trips to the 
countryside where students learn about important plants (Rinehart 2011: 100).  
These activities facilitate language learning, bringing the language to life for many 
Miami students.   
The Navajo tribe has Rough Rock Community School.  Also a bilingual school 
(English/Dine), Rough Rock has incorporated many aspects of culture into their 
formal education.  The school has sponsored a greenhouse, a poultry farm, toy and 
furniture factories, an adobe construction project, all while maintaining oral 
storytelling sessions with community members in the dorms at night (McCarty 
2013: 79).  While having such culture-centric education, Rough Rock bilingual 
students out-performed English only students in every educational area - including 
English – and did exponentially better with each grade level (McCarty 2013: 85). 
This is even more significant when taking into account that on a national level, 
Native students scored lower, on average, in both grades 4 and 8 in reading and 
mathematics than White or Asian/Pacific Islander students in 2009 (National Indian 
Education Studies 2009). 
The Mohawk tribe also has a couple of very interesting immersion schools.  
There is the Kahnawake Survival School, which offers preschool through 4th grade in 
the Kahnawake lanague, and also the Akwasasne Freedom School.  Similar to Rough 
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Rock and the Kituwah Academy, Akwesasne Freedom School focuses a great deal on 
bringing the culture into the classroom, using singing, dancing, and religious and 
cultural ceremonies as key pedagogic elements (McCarty 2013: 124).  The school 
currently offers Karuenkaha (Mohawk) immersion through grade 6, though 7th and 
8th grades are currently being developed.   
Finally, I want to spend a little more time focusing on the Hawaiian 
immersion school.  Examples of Hawai’i and Māori language revitalization are well 
known and emblematic of successful revitalization programs.  They have enjoyed 
great success and continued interest by community members to such an extent that 
Hawaiian has been hailed the “flagship of language recovery” (Hale 2001).  The 
Hawaiian and Māori education programs have exploded in popularity, to such a 
point that even when the Hawaiian program split in two over what has been 
referred to as a “family feud” (No’eau Warner 2001), the program was strong 
enough not only to survive but also to compete with the other faction.  Their 
strength, popularity, and ability to actually return the language back to a position of 
active use in the home is a testament to the effectiveness of their approach.  While 
not all tribes have the resources, ability, or population to support a similar program 
I believe it is still worthwhile to delve into some of the details concerning the 
Hawaiian language reclamation program.   
In 1893, the Hawaiian government was illegally overthrown by U.S. forces.  
Almost immediately a ban was passed on the Hawaiian language.  By the mid-1900s, 
intergenerational language transfer was not occurring.  An estimated 1,000 
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speakers existed, of which half resided on the far-off island of Ni‘ihau and the other 
half being elders 70 years and older (Wilson 1998).   
The late 1960s through the 1970s was a time of Hawaiian Renaissance (Galla 
2010).  This was a time of cultural re-awakening, promotion, and revitalization.  
Beginning along the same time as Red Power and other Civil Rights movements, at 
the center of this cultural revolution was revival of traditional music and dance 
which led to renewed interest in the language.  People associated themselves with, 
and identified very strongly as, Hawaiian.  Due to positive associations with the 
language and culture, an ideology was adopted that promoted maintenance of the 
heritage language.  By the mid-1970s, popular demand resulted in as many as 11 
Hawaiian 101 courses offered at the University of Hawai’i each semester (No’eau 
Warner 2001).  There were also pushes for university language classes, weekly 
Hawaiian language talk shows, promotion of Hawaiian street names, and so on 
(McCarty 2002: 297). 
In 1977, the ‘Ahahui ‘ōlelo Hawai‘i and Hui Ho‘oulu ‘ōlelo Hawai‘i, non-profit 
organizations focused on the continuation of Hawaiian language and culture were 
incorporated.  It provided Hawaiian language classes for adults, publications and 
workshops.  The real changing point for Hawaiian revival, however, came in 1983 
when talks for an immersion preschool began.   
In 1983, several Hawaiian language teachers meet to discuss the state of the 
Hawaiian language.  They form a grassroots organization, ‘Aha Pūnana Leo, Inc., 
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“The Language Nest Corporation”, modeled after the Māori Kōhanga Reo Language 
Nests that were established in New Zealand one year prior.  The language nests can 
best be described as immersion preschools, the aim of which is to create a natural 
environment where children will hear only the Native language, encouraging them 
to grow up speaking their language (King 2001). 
The first Pūnana Leo preschool opened in 1984, two years after the Māori 
Kōhanga Reo Language Nests.  Other branches opened quickly in the years to follow.  
At the beginning of the program, teachers had trouble getting used to the idea of 
speaking only Hawaiian to children who had never hear the language before, so they 
reverted to speaking about half Hawaiian and half English (‘Aha Pūnana Leo 2014).  
Due to the mix of English and Hawaiian, the children did not learn Hawaiian for 
several months.  After this initial period, however, the teachers became more 
comfortable in their roles and have been able to stick with only the Hawaiian 
language (‘Aha Pūnana Leo 2014).  Although the program received funding from 
employment development assistance from the Hawaiian agency Alu Like, the 
program still faced many funding challenges, resulting in heavy involvement by 
parents, which developed into the hana makua, or “parent participation”, 
component of the program.   
After several years of fighting and running into legal issues, and public outcry 
from parents when their children are put in remedial English ESL classes after 
leaving the Pūnana Leo schools, the Hawai‘i State legislature finally passed a bill 
allowing Hawaiian as a medium of instruction in public schools.  In this context, 
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Hawaiian is used in every aspect of the curriculum, including teaching language arts, 
mathematics, science, and social studies (No’eau Warner 2001). 
The Board of Education approves what it terms the Hawaiian Language 
Immersion Program, commonly referred to as Kula Kaiapuni Hawai‘i.  Thus, the first 
elementary indigenous language immersion classes in the United States were 
officially established (‘Aha Pūnana Leo 2014). 
The goals of the immersion program in Hawai’i are: 
1. Developing a high level of proficiency in comprehending and 
communicating in the Hawaiian language 
2. Developing a strong foundation of Hawaiian culture and values 
3. Becoming empowered individuals who are responsible and caring 
members of our community  
4. Developing knowledge and skills in all areas of the curriculum and 
attaining the Foundation Program Objectives of the Department of 
Education  
(State of Hawai’i Department of Education 1994) 
The focus on Hawaiian culture in the program is crucial and contributed to the great 
success of the language programs.   
While the school programs continued to gain ground, one of the problems 
encountered by Hawaiians was that of domain.  Students were speaking Hawaiian in 
school, but the language of the home and on the playground was often still English.  
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Thus, in an attempt to expand domain, Hawaiian-speaking softball teams were 
assembled with success (Warner 1999) and Hawaiian-only camping trips to 
traditional areas were organized (McCarty 2002: 297).  No’eau Warner (2001) 
reminds us that “planners for indigenous or Native languages should be aware of 
this from the start and work to build various domains into their models and 
strategies for language and cultural regenesis from their inception” (2001: 141). 
The efforts of the Hawaiian revitalization effort have been impressive.  
Hundreds of students have been raised in the language now and the future looks 
promising for the Hawaiian culture and language.  Efforts and interest in 
maintaining Hawaiian language and culture are continuing to expand, as well.  As an 
example, the University of Hawai’i at Hilo currently offers Hawaiian Medium 
undergraduate and graduate programs (Kalani 2007; Thompson 2007).  It is 
exciting to see the Hawaiian programs and language continuously grow.  However, 
not all tribes have the resources to pull off such an impressive program.  Thankfully 
there are other educational programs that can be equally successful and far more 
attainable for many smaller tribes.   
As stated above, bilingual schools take a lot of resources, funding, and 
teacher training.  One alternative is homeschooling, which can provide a very good 
environment in which to raise culturally active children.  An environment where the 
main focus is to raise children to be active members of the community and culture is 
the perfect context to introduce the language.  As the primary educator, the parents 
have control over when and how to introduce the language.  Additionally, with the 
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support of homeschool groups, parents can work together, share resources, ideas, 
and teaching approaches while creating a strong social environment for their kids.  
Many tribes specifically make downloadable or online resources available for 
homeschooling families. This approach can work both if parents are learners or 
active users of the language. If they learn the language alongside their children, they 
are providing an example to their children of community leaders and figures of 
authority valuing the language.  
Homeschooling is an educational option that is growing rapidly in the United 
States (Mazama & Lundy 2013; National Center for Education Statistics 2013; U.S.  
Department of Education 2013).  Giving parents maximum control over their 
children’s education, homeschooling has provided families with a successful 
environment in which to immerse their children in the language (Leonard 1998).  
The question of curriculum is an important one as some minority homeschoolers 
feel that much of the curriculum available to them is Eurocentric and may interfere 
with their children’s self-esteem (Mazama & Lundy 2013; McDowell, Sanchez, & 
Jones 2000).  Support groups, then, become an especially valuable resource as 
parents can share with each other when they do find materials or ways to teach 
culturally accurate topics. 
As an example of the importance of finding ways and materials to teach 
culturally accurate issues, that is, materials taught from the community’s 
perspective in alliance with the cultural values of the community, I will look at 
subject of History.  Culture is a product of history.  When Native Americans learn 
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only the history approved of and promoted by mainstream American culture, they 
learn the history of a different people and a different culture from that viewpoint.  
By learning the history of the colonizers in the language of the colonizers, wa 
Wathiong’o (1986) says that children are “made to see the world and where he 
stands in it as seen and defined by or reflected in the culture of the language of 
imposition” (1986: 17).  When parents homeschool, they can determine both the 
language and content of their child’s education, effectively being able to avoid the 
continuation of this aspect of colonization of the mind.  Some educators, home and 
otherwise, have taken mainstream textbooks and translated the text into the Native 
language to either use at home or in immersion schools (‘Aha Pūnana Leo 2014; 
Galla 2010).  While this solves the issue of teaching one’s children in the language of 
the colonizers, “the main problem,” says Laiana Wong, a Hawaiian language 
instructor, “is that this imposes a perspective from outside the islands.  We need to 
develop original materials in Hawaiian that can reflect our own culture, perspective, 
and reality” (as cited in Warschauer & Donaghy 1997: 352).  Although the Hawaiian 
program has continued to work through problems of original materials, this remains 
a common obstacle for younger revitalization programs.  Homeschooling is one 
option that allows parents to have maximum control over both the content and style 
of their child’s education while maintaining intergenerational language transfer in 
the home, which is the real objective of language revitalization.   
In each of the cases, whether a child is homeschooled, attending an 
immersion school or a public school, as parent-educators, it is important to strive to 
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keep the students plugged in to the Native community.  The education must be 
based in the community itself.  There are many ways to do this.  Especially when 
educating at home, community based assignments are very useful.   
While younger students may focus on learning traditional crafts with 
community members, older students can move their education outside the home 
and into the community by conducting interviews with community members on the 
roles and responsibilities of members of the community, by keeping a video diary, 
interviewing their grandparents on any cultural or historical topic to gain their 
insight.  There can be different focuses of these interviews, one day focusing on 
government participation, learning elders’ views of environment changes, etc.  By 
doing portfolios and independent studies with the community, they ground the 
language within the culture, these activities capitalize on identity-motivated 
interest.  Additionally, the activities encourage building relationships with elders in 
the community which can strengthen identity and form positive associations with 
the language.  Since these activities involve community members and is may seem 
outside of the academic world, students in communities that do have speakers of the 
language, often will be exposed to contexts in which there are multiple varieties, 
dialects, or registers.  The student can use their regional variety with community 
members, then work their content into the academic or standard dialect within the 
classroom.  For communities whose languages have multiple varieties, encouraging 
interaction within their own variety and not “correcting” regional dialects will 
demonstrate to the student the value of both varieties. 
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A good example of a program that currently does this is the Akwesasne 
Freedom School, discussed earlier, run by the Mohawk tribe.  The school will often 
send students into the community to complete assignments for class.  Activities such 
as fishing, apple picking, visiting museums, grocery shopping, and tree tapping 
activities make up part of Mohawk coursework (McCarty 2008: 127). 
Finally, there are ways that traditional culture can be incorporated into 
mainstream schools as well.  For example, Frederick White (2008) discusses how, 
traditionally, Haida education was based on kinship structures.  Grandparents 
would often educate the children on how to be active members of society while the 
parents would take care of the family in terms of providing for their basic needs.  
Not only grandparents would teach the children, however, it was truly a community 
effort; similar to homeschooling on a broader scale.  Since the culture values these 
relationships as ways to transmit knowledge, one way to implement that aspect of 
the culture into a foreign classroom is by transferring the kinship terminology to 
make the students feel the context is more natural; that it fits within their 
understanding of community and education (White 2008: 4-6).  Rather than calling 
teachers Ms. and Mr., students could call teachers “auntie”, “uncle”, “nana”, and, by 
doing so, bring part of their culture with them into the education system of an 
outside culture.  If a student must attend mainstream schools, these little acts of 
nativization may bring the student to a point where the system is less foreign, and 




The purpose of this section has been to show that education, as a cultural 
system, can provide an environment that has the potential to hurt or support both 
culture and language.  In the past, formalized education has done a lot to damage the 
vitality of Native languages in America.  In fact, we see the same mistakes being 
made in schools today, as when a Menominee student was suspended from playing 
basketball for speaking her Native language in the classroom (ICTMN 2012).  
However, if we recognize education for the cultural system it is, parents and 
community members can work with the system, adapting it to fit their own needs.  If 
immersion or bilingual schools are not an option, parents and community members 
can capitalize on home-education, by ensuring their children learn through many 
opportunities to being plugged into the community, or by implementing cultural 
traditions within a public school system. 
4.5 Conclusion: Culture in Action  
Throughout this chapter, we have seen how culture provides the means to 
transport the language into the future.  Culture is what moves us to maintain our 
language.  It’s what drives us to learn the language after it’s lost.  Culture is an active 
element crucial to the life and development of language.  It is through cultural 
activities with others in the community that the language appears most naturally - 
not through formalized schooling or programming, but simple involvement with 
others in the community.   
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Many tribes have implemented outdoor educational experiences. For some 
tribes, this means taking the students out of the classroom for a walk in the woods, 
for others, this means growing a garden on school grounds, and for others, this 
means having an summer camp experience. Many educators believe that certain 
topics can be best taught outdoors (Gabrielsen and Holtzer 1965). Doing so connects 
the student with nature and history while providing a real, practical environment in 
which to use the language and learn more about the culture and history. Gabrielsen 
and Holtzer explain how the outdoors offers an expansive resource of teaching 
materials for all educational subjects, including math, science, history, language arts, 
social awareness, and conservation. Additionally, it teaches youth a responsibility 
towards themselves and the group.  
The Miami tribe’s summer language camp, the Eewansaapita Summer 
Education Experience, focuses primarily on cultural development with the idea that 
the language will come along after the cultural base is established.  A participant of 
the summer program said during an interview, “I did not know what being Miami 
was about.” She went on to say that by being active and participating in the language 
class offered at Miami University and by participating in the summer program, she 
developed a sense of her heritage.  “Knowing my heritage is joyful", she stated 
(Myaamia Eemamwiciki 2008: 06:30).  It is through strong foundations such as this 
that languages grow. 
“People learn only those things which they live” (Gabrielsen and Holtzer 
1965) and as such, it make sense to insert the language in every practical situation 
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and environment possible. Doing arts and crafts, sports, dancing, camping, canoeing, 
and chores together are just a few more activities that tribes have been able to 
successfully insert the language into.  These activities spark conversation or 
questions that can easily be adapted to the level of the student.  Ranging from total 
immersion to simply practicing the phrases that have been taught and adding new 
vocabulary. 











Languages are disappearing at an alarming rate from around the world.  
Native America is experiencing first hand many of those disappearances.  For this 
reason, language documentation and revitalization has been called by some to be 
“the most important task in linguistics today” (Dixon 1997: 137).  Dixon goes on to 
say that “self-admiration in the looking glass of formalist theory can wait; that will 
always be possible.” While theoretical linguistics is certainly very important, not 
only for the progression of the field but also specifically for Native languages and 
tribes that want to revitalize their language, Dixon does have a (very drastically 
made) point: language documentation and revitalization needs to be a primary focus 
before any more languages are lost.   
Some linguists (non-linguists as well) may ask: why bother with 
documentation and revitalization? They seem to believe that language death is 
natural and inevitable and that Native languages will die, regardless of work done to 
revitalize the language, due to the rapid and relentless advancement of the world’s 
most powerful nations.  They approach global linguistic diversity with a survival of 
the fittest mentality.  As insensitive and (perhaps underlyingly) racist as these 
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perceptions are, they are actually fairly common (Dixon 1997: 117).  What many 
with this opinion do not realize, however, is that this is not a simple case of survival 
of the fittest, which implies a natural growth, development, and decline of 
languages.  What we are experiencing is a global, and in some cases, deliberate mass 
extinction of languages.  These languages are not naturally declining but instead are 
being forcefully removed from communities.  Never has this happened in recorded 
history to such an extent.   
To those who still maintain the long outdated belief that Native languages are 
“primitive” and lack complexity, Dixon points that it is active indigenous languages 
that maintain complex naming systems that display the interconnectedness of 
elements and animals in nature (Dixon 1997: 117).  He compares this to the 
languages of so-called “civilized” cultures which tend to lose this wealth of 
knowledge by dwelling in cities and not interacting with nature on a regular basis.  
Thus, this is not an issue of which languages are better fit to survive in the world but 
rather an issue of linguistic hegemony (Eriksen 1992). 
By Wiley (2000)’s explanation, linguistic hegemony has been achieved, 
when dominant groups create a consensus by convincing others to 
accept their language norms and usage as standard or paradigmatic.  
Hegemony is ensured when they can convince those who fail to meet 
those standards to view their failure as being the result of the 
inadequacy of their own language (2000:113). 
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English in the U.S. is a hegemonic language that has the power to suppress Native 
languages and heavily influences language ideologies of Native communities (for 
more on how mainstream ideology can influence Native communities, see section 
3.4).  As a hegemonic language, Phillipson (1999) argues that English controls the 
portrayal of the English language in advertising, linking the language with success 
and hedonism.  He goes on to say that, “these symbols are reinforced by an ideology 
that glorifies the dominant language and serves to stigmatize others, this hierarchy 
being rationalized and internalized as normal and natural, rather than as expression 
of hegemonic values and interests,” (1999: 40).  It is this naturalization of ideology 
that can be so harmful to Native languages in the sense that they become easier to 
absorb once naturalized and viewed as “common sense”.   
Some ask, ‘if the speakers chose to shift to another language, why should we 
intervene? Clearly they decided they preferred the language they shifted to better 
than their native language.’ This is often referred to as “linguistic suicide”.  However, 
as I discuss in section 4.3, few tribes have truly had the free choice of what language 
they wish to speak.  Ash, Little Doe Fermino, and Hale (2001) remind us that, “we do 
not exist in a condition of economic justice in which people who choose to do so can 
speak a local language and pass it on to their children entirely without regard for 
any economic consequences” (p 19).  In fact, it has been shown that that in order to 
fight this hegemony and achieve linguistic independency, paradoxically, one must 
also learn the hegemonic language as a way of validating one’s linguistic choices 
(Eriksen 1992; Suarez 2002).   
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Due to this hegemony that Native tribes face, Eriksen (1992: 330) shows how 
linguistic minorities around the world are “trapped between the Native reserve and 
cultural genocide”.  By which, Eriksen means tribes are given two choices by the 
hegemonic group; they can maintain their identity on reservations but must also 
accept “isolation, neglect, or expulsion from the benefits of modernity” or they must 
totally assimilate into the hegemonic group’s culture and identity (for more on 
language and identity, see section 3.3.2).  Thus, Native tribes rarely have free choice 
of language, which, in monolingualist, hegemonic societies (such as mainstream 
U.S.A.) often leads to rapid language loss.  This treatment is an oppression that often 
goes overlooked or unnoticed by many in mainstream society.  “Subtle and invisible 
oppression is and remains a kind of oppression, even if it is ‘muted’” (Eriksen 1992: 
330) and must be dealt as such. 
However, there is reason to be optimistic! In spite of the slow progress many 
tribes have experienced in language recovery, there have been some exceptional 
cases of revitalization that have been able to restore the language to active use in 
the home, such as the Hawai’i.  We can learn a lot from these efforts while keeping in 
mind that each tribe faces a different set of challenges.  What one tribe does 
effectively may not be possible to implement in another tribe’s context, but we can 
still learn from the basic principles of those efforts.   
There are many descriptions of individual revitalization projects.  There are 
many case studies and descriptions of challenges that tribes and linguists have 
worked to overcome.  This thesis attempts to consolidate that information into one 
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place and compare different elements within those projects.  The main elements 
that truly stood out from this overview of revitalization efforts were ideologies and 
culture.  These stood out because each of the tribes that have made good strides 
toward revitalization (even if they have not yet achieved active use in a variety of 
domains and intergenerational transmission) put strong emphasis on culture 
revitalization and maintenance and, while in depth looks at tribal specific ideologies 
are more scarce, it is clear that positive ideologies correlated with positive recovery 
while negative ideologies correlated more closely with either language loss or lack 
of successful revitalization, preventing progress even in culture revival.   
In this chapter, I will first (section 5.2) make some concluding remarks, 
drawing off the data (see appendix 1 & 2).  Then, in section 5.3, I will discuss future 
research that I believe would further the cause of language revitalization, such as 
studies of Native portrayals in children’s literature and television programs, and 
more in-depth, tribal-specific studies on language ideologies.    
5.2 Conclusion of Research  
5.2.1 Ideology: Setting the Stage for Revitalization 
In chapter 3, I show how ideology sets the stage for revitalization.  Positive 
ideology creates the right environment for culture to move the language forward.  
Once the ideology is in place, the culture can be used successfully as the vehicle that 
brings the language to active use in multiple domains.  Because ideology influences 
language maintenance and revival so heavily, it is important to work on improving 
language ideology immediately and throughout a revitalization program.  This is not 
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to say that culture and language revitalization programs should not be ongoing 
while working to improve ideology, but that for the revitalization efforts to be most 
successful and to truly have an impact on the community, an ideology that 
encourages maintenance or bilingualism must be developing if not already in place.   
Language ideology is crucial in the fight for language preservation and 
revitalization.  To recap, Language ideologies explain what a person believes on a 
deep level about language and language use.  They deal with the values and belief 
systems that a person assigns to topics such as bilingualism, monolingualism, how 
communication works and to what purpose, beliefs about individual languages, and 
ways of using language (Kroskrity 2004; Leeman 2012; Woolard 1998; Woolard and 
Schieffelin 1994).  It is through ideologies that speakers rationalize or justify their 
language use as correct (Silverstein 1979) or socially acceptable. 
Attitudes, in contrast, are conscious, recognized opinions towards language 
and language use.  The way we talk about language is a good indication of our 
attitudes towards it.  Since they are not seated deep within the culture but depend 
on each individual’s opinions, attitudes are highly variable between individuals and 
are very personal (Leeman 2012).   
Both internal and external ideology can have drastic influence on the 
outcome of a revitalization project.  Internal ideology in the sense that when a 
negative ideology is assumed by a community, language maintenance or 
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revitalization becomes exponentially more difficult, as we saw with the Tuahka 
people of Nicaragua. 
Communities do not consciously choose to have negative views of their 
language.  Ideologies become naturalized and viewed as commonsense.  It is at this 
point that even people negatively affected by an ideology may adhere to it.  Since 
ideologies are often subconscious, those negatively affected by them may not 
recognize that they are adhering to such an ideology.  This is especially true when 
individual attitudes appear to be positive, as we saw to be the case of the Tuahka in 
Nicaragua who spoke highly of their language, stating that it is an important part of 
their identity and that it should be maintained and that the parents do teach the 
language to the children.  However, that is not what we saw being practiced.  As a 
group, the Mayangna people were not passing on the language and appeared to feel 
shame associated with the language, describing it as impure. 
The case of Tuahka and Panamahka is an important example of how crucial 
ideology is to language maintenance since all variables between the two variants 
appeared to be equal apart from the ideology.  Language maintenance efforts have 
not been effective with the Tuahka, who internalized negative attributes about their 
language, absorbed from the dominant Native culture in the region.  In contrast, 
maintenance efforts have been effective with those Panamahka communities which 
have not struggled with such negative ideologies (refer to section 3.3.1 for more on 
ideology within Tuahka communities).   
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Language loss will greatly affect group identity when an ideology is assumed 
that contains the belief that language is the determining factor for ethnic identity.  If 
the language is lost, it can lead either to cultural assimilation or to the adoption of a 
totally new identity.  When such a drastic switch in identity is made, language 
revitalization becomes even more difficult to achieve. 
External ideology can also influence a revitalization project greatly.  If the 
ideology enters a community and becomes naturalized, it may infiltrate the ideology 
of the community resulting in language loss.   
Rinehart (2011) found that there was a variety of intertwined language 
ideologies amongst the Miami people.  Specifically she speaks of one tribal member 
who chose to attend the language revival camp, but spoke about how he believed if a 
person lived in the United States, they should speak “American” (2011: 92).  This 
appears to be an example of external pressure (naturalized, mainstream, 
monolingualist ideology) creating an internal conflict of interest.   
In the U.S., the mainstream cultural and linguistic ideologies cast Native 
Americans and their languages in a very negative light, making mainstream 
ideologies especially dangerous for revitalization efforts.  Culture ideology is a 
challenge for Native communities in that mainstream U.S. society views culture as 
either something foreign (and therefore un-American, un-patriotic, or even anti-
American), or as something that was active only in the past.  The prevalent view of 
the U.S. as a “melting pot” seems to work as something to eradicate the cultural 
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identity and practices of immigrants, transitioning them from un-American to 
American.   
This ideology affects Native people in the sense that the dominant culture 
believes Native culture is something that existed only in the past and that enacting 
Native cultural practices is a sort of reenactment of historical times (Osawa 2009).  
This association of Native culture exclusively with history leads many non-Native 
Americans to (subconsciously) believe that Native groups do not exist or are no 
longer active, certainly not to the extent that they actually are. 
Osawa reflects on how much damage the media has done to Native peoples.  
She points out that if the media can successfully ignore who they are, and Native 
peoples’ lives are never validated in mass media, they have been erased from non-
Native’s perception of society.  This, she argues, can be considered an act of 
genocide all over again as it is a contemporary way to strategically eradicate society 
of a people group.  Galla (2010) recalled a student sharing an experience from her 
high school in which she read in a textbook that her people no longer existed, that 
they were “extinct”.  In those moments, the student described her feelings as those 
of desolation. 
Linguistic ideologies of Mainstream U.S.A. are dangerous in that a 
monolingualist ideology is assumed.  Studies have shown that monolingualist 
ideology often views monolingualism as the norm (Leeman 2012), bilingualism as a 
state of transition from one monolingual state to another (Sicoli 2011), and 
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maintains a one-language--one-nation mentality which ultimately portrays 
bilinguals as unpatriotic or nationally confused (Sicoli 2011).  A fear of secrecy is 
prevalent within cultures that adopt a monolingualist ideology and, specific to the 
U.S. is the idea that learning English is a quick and easy endeavor; not speaking 
English is viewed as the refusal to do so (Leeman 2012).   Members conforming to 
this ideology attempt to erase any evidence that the U.S. is anything other than a 
monolingual state.    
For hundreds of years, even throughout the 20th century, Native languages 
were portrayed as languages with incomplete or simplified grammar, limited 
lexicons, and single word sentences, such “ugh” and “how” (Dixon 1997; Nolley 
2003; Plous 2014; Wilson 2008).  Leeman reminds us that “speakers of stigmatized 
language varieties…internalize dominant norms about the inadequacy of their own 
speech” (Leeman 2012: 46).  Thus, such a negative view of Native languages turn the 
Native language into a source of shame rather than pride and encourage rapid 
language shift. 
Historically, the ideology of mainstream society had a very physical impact 
on Native peoples, their cultures, and languages.  Maria Yellow Horse Brave Heart 
first began studying trauma in the 1970s while working as a clinical social worker.  
She became aware that an ancestral legacy of trauma continued throughout many 
generations for many Native tribes.  Though she worked primarily with her own 
tribe, the Lakota, she noticed that symptoms of trauma existed in many other tribes 
as well.  Brave Heart (2000) describes the typical symptoms of Historic Trauma 
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Response as depression, self-destructive behavior, psychic numbing, poor affect 
tolerance, anger, and elevated mortality rates from suicide and cardiovascular 
diseases. 
Historical Trauma affects those members of the community who feel guilt at 
having survived, knowing that so many of their ancestors suffered so much.  This 
unresolved historical grief is what leads many communities and individuals to 
abandon their language. 
The traumatic experiences of the past have permeated throughout 
generations, affecting members of Native communities today.  Colonialism becomes 
successful when it has been able to colonize the mind, as wa Wathiong’o (1986) 
shows in his book Decolonising the Mind.  This gives the colonizers control over a 
people’s perceptions of self-identity and their relationship to the world.  Without 
this mental control, argues wa Wathiong’o, economic and political control can never 
be complete.  Colonizers can gain this control by destroying or deliberately 
undervaluing a people’s culture (including their art, dances, religions, history, 
geography, education, orature and literature) and by elevating the language of the 
colonizer.  Dominating the people’s language, he states, is crucial in gaining this 
mental control.   
Currently, Native people must still find ways to deal with being bombarded 
with a popularly accepted history and mainstream culture which “routinely 
downplays, ignores, or attempt[s] to justify the crimes committed against their 
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ancestors” (Hendrix 2005; 774).  Osawa (2009) points out that if the mainstream 
media can ignore Native peoples effectively, they will have essentially erased Native 
tribes from the vantage point of mainstream American.   
Rinehart (2006), in her work on the shift and recovery of the Miami 
language, stated that “fears of discrimination are still pervasive today as many 
Miami or their parents experienced it first-hand.”  
Once we understand that language ideologies can have such a profound 
impact on revitalization efforts, the next step is to look at how to improve 
ideologies.  As powerful, strong, and established as language ideologies seem, they 
change and evolve continuously (Leeman & Martinez 2007).  It is encouraging for 
many marginalized groups to know that ideologies can change rapidly.  As it is 
difficult to change, bringing about ideological change would require integration of 
language ideology improvement techniques in all aspects of language revitalization.   
I looked at ways that tribes have successfully improved associations with the 
language themselves and also looked at what the role of the non-Native linguist is, 
particularly in terms of their responsibility to improve external ideologies. 
The first stage in revitalization is to improve the way the language is viewed, 
McCarty (2013: 102) says.  To improve ideology and to promote positive 
associations with the language, speakers or potential speakers of the language must 
recognize the value of their language.  Carreira and Kagan (2011) found that the top 
reason given for learning the heritage languages was to learn about their cultural 
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and linguistic roots (2011: 48).  When this is the goal, the language is assigned an 
instrumental value as it is viewed as a crucial path towards understanding their 
identity. 
Asking tribal members to consciously think about these things is a good first 
step towards changing negative ideology.  It is important, to create an environment 
that is motivating.  Displaying only positive aspects of the language can enhance the 
visibility of the languages value and raise the prestige of the language within the 
community.  One way to do this is to work with respected leaders within the 
community.  Hoffman (2011) and Meyer (2011) show that this leader can take many 
different forms as long as s/he is respected.  No matter who the leader is, however, 
it is of upmost importance that these respected figures be actively involved.  By 
actively participating, these leaders will help the revitalization work gain traction 
and relevance (Hoffman 2011; Meyer 2011).   
The Cherokee presented us with an example of how Tribal Leaders, by 
actively using the language, were able to successfully elevate the status of the 
language in the eyes of community members (McCarty 2013: 152).  For children, a 
respected leader may just be their parents.  King (2001) states the importance of 
children hearing adults speaking the language both to the children and to each other 
(page 126).  It is crucial for children to see the adults around them value the 
language.  If children learn that the language is not valued within their culture, they 
will abandon it in favor of the language they perceive to be of greater value. 
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Kazakevich (2011) suggests that by harnessing the power of the media, we 
can generate a shift in language ideologies to favor bilingualism.  Using the language 
in technology and the media can transform ideological valuations in that the 
language will be “viewed as part of the contemporary world and relevant for the 
future of a particular group” (Eisenlohr 2004: 24). 
As non-community members, it is important that linguists who are not 
members of a particular community understand when it is and is not appropriate to 
be involved in community decisions and actions.  While there are a lot of different 
opinions on what the role of non-community linguists should be (for discussions on 
Participatory Action Research, Observer-Participant Research, the Empowerment 
Model, and others, see (Benedicto and Mayangna Yulbarangyang Balna 2007; 
Czaykowska-Higgins 2009; Duranti 1997; Guérin and Lacrampe 2010; Rice 2011;; 
Yamada 2007)) it boils down to recognizing the hegemonic power than English has 
historically (and presently) had over minority groups in the United States and being 
sensitive not to promote it. 
As Granadillo and Orcutt-Gachiri (2011) put it, “We provide tools for the 
communities but are fully aware that it is the communities’ choice whether to 
pursue activities to attempt to reverse language loss,” 
Non-Native linguists have a responsibility to influence the attitudes and 
ideology of other non-community members by educating them on current linguistic 
realities to improve the context for language revival by reducing the external 
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pressures placed on Native peoples.  A change in monolingualist ideology is 
necessary to relieve the external ideological pressure placed on Native groups 
today. 
5.2.2 Culture as the Vehicle to Drive the Language into the Future 
In chapter 4, I discussed how culture is the means through which the 
language can be taught and passed on to the future generation.  In this way, it is the 
vehicle to carry the language into the future.  I first look at the concept of 
languaculture and how understanding such a concept can help us understand a 
successful approach to revitalization. 
Michael Agar (1995), expressed the idea that language and culture are 
connected through languaculture; the intertwining combination of language and 
culture that is so unique that only a portmanteau can accurately capture this fusion.  
Language and culture work together to outwardly express what it inwardly means 
to be a member of one’s community.   
Daryl Baldwin, Myaamia linguist and community member, states that in 
language revitalization, “teaching the language is not the goal.  Rather, it’s using the 
language as an articulation of our culture and helping everybody feel they have a 
right to claim it” (Baldwin 2009: 08:00).  The idea is that when community members 
understand what it is to be Myaamia, what it means to be an active part of the 
community, a context is created within which the language will be able to develop as 
it naturally would.   
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Similarly, the main goal of the very successful Māori Kōhanga Reo Language 
Nest program is “to raise Māori children as speakers of Māori in a whānau 
[extended kin group] environment which will affirm Māori culture” (King 2001: 
123).  As linguists invested in the preservation of languages, we must strive to 
sustain or achieve this balance of culture and language in order to maintain the 
expression of a people. 
A balance between language and culture must be achieved in order to best 
recreate the most natural environment in which a language can grow and develop.  
When there is a balance of linguistic and cultural health, the result is often a 
linguistically strong and culturally independent community.  This can be seen in 
many examples, the obvious being the most commonly spoken languages in the 
world.  The ten most dominant languages, Mandarin, Spanish, English, Hindi, Arabic, 
Portuguese, Bengali, Russian, Japanese, and Punjabi, are enveloped within and 
supported by a strong, active culture (though not necessarily a unique monolithic 
culture but whatever local version of the culture exists at that locale).  Through the 
spreading of religion, governance, pride and/or social, political, or economic 
mobility in identifying with the group, these languages became the superpowers 
that they are today.  Upon gaining political, social, or monetary power, others view 
this power as something valuable (see section 3.5.1. for more on how value is 
assigned) and learn the language, often shifting from their native language. 
It is important to know that although these languages do not represent a 
single, monolithic culture.  That is to say, the Spanish language, for example, does 
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not correspond to one single Spanish culture.  There are hundreds of unique, 
individual cultures in Latin America and Spain whose members happen to speak 
Spanish.  However, Spanish, in regions where indigenous communities are shifting 
to Spanish, represents the culture of power when compared to the Native language.  
This is reflected in descriptions of Spanish (or any of the languages of power) as a 
language that can help a person find a job, for example (Carreira and Kagan 2011). 
Since there is nothing about the language which decides its success, it follows 
that when the language is in a context not supported by culture, it would not remain 
successful.  We see this in certain ESL contexts. 
Teaching culture is viewed as an unnecessary “distraction” in many ESL 
classrooms in China (Chong 2012).  Unfortunately, this results in “mute English” 
(from the Chinese 哑巴英语).  Mute English is a “useless” English that manifests 
itself through students who may be functional with their language skills but only 
possess a passive knowledge that cannot be easily accessed due to lack of 
contextualization (Luo 2013).  Students may be able to read and write, but unable to 
understand or produce much, if any, of the language. 
Another example of languages without cultural support might seem to be 
constructed language as they appear to be bare languages without the cultural 
support that would necessitate their survival and maintenance.  If there is a culture 
associated with them, it is often either fictional (such as Elven culture of J.  R.  R.  
Tolkien’s created Middle Earth) or the languages are intended to be culturally 
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neutral (such as Esperanto) and thus we would expect the cultures to have no 
members as no culture was intended to actively exist for these languages.  However 
this is not the case.  For each of these languages which have an active speaker base, 
there is also an active culture (see section 4.3 for more on the cultural support of 
artificial languages).   
Once a culture is developed and stable, it supports the maintenance of the 
language.  This is seen in many Native language maintenance and revitalization 
projects.  In Nicaragua, the Panamahka people who live within the Bosawas 
Biosphere Reserve have great cultural support of their language which has resulted 
in a very strong population base while speakers in other areas, whose culture has 
been influenced greatly by the neighboring tribe, have had more of a struggle to 
protect their language (Benedicto, Shettle, Mayangna Yulbarangyang Balna 2015). 
One aspect of culture that can be capitalized upon in revitalization efforts is 
the educational system.  When western schooling was introduced and replaced local 
forms of education, languages suffered dramatically.  Schooling as a formalized 
structure has been, and often still is, seen as a foreign system by many Native tribes 
in North America (Dumont 1972; Phillips 1972; White 2008).  As such, it can do a lot 
of damage to both the culture and language of Native America.  It’s even been said 
that many Native communities’ perception of the western schooling system is as “an 
alien institution whose very assumptions about educational processes are 
sometimes quite contrary to the assumptions shared by the tribal membership" 
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(Leap 1982: 21).  There are two distinct and major ways that influence this 
perception of the system as being foreign: Content and style. 
To highlight how formalized Western schooling is different from Native 
education in terms of content, I focused on orality and literacy.  Prevalence of the 
idea that literacy is necessary and more important than orality has been hugely 
harmful to Native groups around the world.  Associating development and 
advancement with literacy can be very damaging to those cultures who wish to 
maintain orality.   
In talking about orality and orature within colonized Kenya, Ngũgĩ wa 
Thiong’o says that language was used as a tool to separate children from the history 
of their people as the children were taught only the colonizer’s language in school 
and were strongly discouraged (explicitly in the school, implicitly through negative 
reinforcement at home) to use their native language.  Francis and Nieto Andrade 
(2007: 153) state, “Speech communities that have been able to maintain a level of 
continuity with cultural practices associated with the traditional narrative can press 
this resource into service to the benefit of both language preservation and literacy 
development in general.”  
In looking at how the style of education differs, I focused on a study done by 
White (2008) that looked at differences between Haida culture and mainstream 
Canadian culture.  He effectively shows that Haida students learn differently from 
mainstream students and that they participate in different ways, at different times, 
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and with different expectations.  Thus, the classroom is itself a cultural construction.  
He provides comparisons between culture at home and in the classroom for both 
Haida and mainstream communities. 
In mainstream classrooms, teachers expect the students not only to gain 
knowledge at school, but to display it as well, to ease evaluation (Philips 1972, 
1983).  However, within Haida culture, intellectual competition is culturally 
unacceptable.  Putting such knowledge on display knowing that not everyone in the 
groups may possess that knowledge is viewed as arrogant (Dumont 1972) and is a 
quick way to “lose face” (White 2008). 
However, it is possible to avoid the perpetuation of harm caused by 
formalized western schooling.  I outlined several educational approaches taken by 
Native American groups with impressive success. 
Otto (1982:33) postulates that for a language renewal program to be 
successful, the program should be “designed to enroll and sustain families rather 
than individuals”, it should have “a basic and continuous commitment to home-
school integration”, and finally, it should continually provide “opportunities for 
using the target language which are rewarding, useful, and interesting to those 
enrolled”. 
Immersion education has been at the forefront of many Native American 
revival conferences for some time now.  It is widely promoted as the most effective 
means of language revival – some advocates seem to believe that it is the only route 
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to language revitalization.  However, in addition to it being very successful, it is also 
the educational option that requires the most amount of resources and teacher 
training – two of the most widely stated obstacles for many tribes. 
Homeschooling is an educational option that is growing rapidly in the United 
States (Mazama & Lundy 2013; National Center for Education Statistics 2013; U.S.  
Department of Education 2013).  Giving parents maximum control over their 
children’s education, homeschooling has provided families with a successful 
environment in which to immerse their children in the language and to raise their 
children within the tribal culture (Leonard 1998).  Homeschooling is the one option 
that allows parents to have maximum control over both the content and style of 
their child’s education while maintaining intergenerational language transfer in the 
home, which is one of the main objectives of language revitalization. 
In each of the cases, whether a child is homeschooled, attending an 
immersion school or a public school, as parent-educators, it is important to strive to 
keep the students plugged in to the Native community.  A good example of a 
program that currently does this is the Akwesasne Freedom School, which is run by 
the Mohawk tribe.  The school will often send students into the community to 
complete assignments for class.  Activities such as fishing, apple picking, visiting 
museums, grocery shopping, and tree tapping activities make up part of Mohawk 
coursework (McCarty 2008: 127). 
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Another cultural aspect that can be capitalized upon is the realm of 
technology and media.  Historically, we know that technology has had a huge 
influence on languages around the world, often for the worse.  However, there are 
ways to use technology to advance Native languages.  In fact, it is not only possible 
to do, but it very much needed as a way to increase domain of usage and improve 
language ideologies. 
Technology has influenced a lot of cultures and languages in both good and 
bad ways.  In fact, some people, for example, the Māori, have credited television 
specifically as having lead to the loss of their languages (Benton 1991).  Television 
and other forms of media and technology can certainly influence our language 
choices.  Krauss (1992) famously described electronic media as “cultural nerve gas” 
saying that it can be, and has been, used as a lethal weapon directed at endangered 
Native languages (1992: 6). 
Auld and his team decided to make “talking books” for the Kuníbidji people 
(Auld 2007).  He thought that through computer-assisted Ndjébbana (CAN) there 
could culture transformation - shifting from an oral culture to a written culture 
(Auld 2002).  This, he believed, would ultimately serve the needs of the people and 
that the life-worlds (or languaculture) of the Kuníbidji would expand through the 
incorporation of technology and literacy. 
Auld bought several of the books to be distributed via computers to the 
Kuníbidji, but it seems that the endeavor to strengthen the language, garner more 
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speakers, expand the environments in which the language could be used was not 
fully successful. 
this could have been a far more successful project if Auld did not make 
decisions for the Kuníbidji from the outside but rather respected the decisions of the 
people about what they needed, how, and why, then simply collaborated with the 
people as needed and more importantly, as requested.  Auld does not mention 
discussing with the Kuníbidji if they wished to shift from and oral to a written 
culture, nor does he mention making a decision with the people to create the talking 
books.  In the end, the talking books seem to have been treated more as a novelty 
than as a legitimate means of revitalizing the language. 
Thus, all forms of technology certainly affect culture.  If the effect is a 
negative one, resulting in drastic changes and/or the loss of the culture, the 
implementation of the technology will also have negative effects on the language 
given our understanding of languaculture.  If technology were to drastically alter the 
culture, the culture would no longer be in a place to support the language, and the 
language would also suffer from the changes imposed by the technology. 
Not only is it possible for technology to be used effectively to restore 
endangered languages to active use, but this step should to taken as much as is 
possible.  McCarty (2013) reminds us that while learning the Native language should 
get to a point where it is taught and used naturally in the family at home, technology 
and apps help to get the language to a point where people know it enough to use and 
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teach in the home (2013: 104).  However, these projects must be self-initiated and 
culture infused.   
FirstVoices launched in 2001 and now has over 60 languages archived online, 
47 of which are public.  Each nation has the option of keeping the information privy 
by password-protecting their page, or they can make the information public.  John 
Elliot, co-founder of the online archive, is a leader in the Salish community and 
speaks SENĆOŦEN, one of the Salish dialects.  As of 2004, there were only an 
estimated 20 speakers of SENĆOŦEN (Howe & Cook 1994) but this number is 
growing due to the efforts of Elliot to teach the language and to create an online, 
easily accessible resource through FirstVoices.  According to Roger (2012), there are 
an estimated 34 languages that have been revitalized and are now growing stronger 
due to the successful use of the FirstVoices archive.   Native-Languages.org is a 
similar U.S.  based website designed to be a hub of resources for Native languages 
and cultures throughout the Americas.   
Other examples of internally-initiated, e-technology based revitalization 
projects are the Ulukau Hawaiian Electronic Library (Galla 2010), a variety of radio 
programs established by several tribes, including weekly Inuktitut radio programs 
(Kublu & Mallon 2009; Nunavut Tunngavik 2012), Māori radio programs that air 
five days a week (King 2001: 121), and Hopi radio programs (KUYI 2013).  Recently 
there have been a number of groups to bring smart phones into their plan for 
language revitalization, including the Miami, Cherokee, Navajo, and many others. 
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Throughout chapter 4, we saw how culture provides the means to transport 
the language into the future.  Culture is what moves us to maintain our language.  
It’s what drives us to learn the language after it’s lost.  Culture is an active element 
crucial to the life and development of language.  It is through cultural activities with 
others in the community that the language appears most naturally - not through 
formalized schooling or programming, but simple involvement with others in the 
community. 
5.3 Future Research 
In the future, I believe it would be immensely beneficial to look specifically at 
ideology formation in mainstream American culture, specifically targeting the 
portrayal of Native Americans.  To do this, a study of children’s media, such as 
children’s literature, television programs, coloring books, and so on would shed 
light on how children are first guided to thinking about Native languages and 
cultures.  Drawing from my own experience, I suspect Native characters will be 
primarily associated with history and will be depicted as incapable of speaking 
standard English, instead resorting to overly-simplified and ungrammatical, if not 
single-word, utterances.  If so, this not only will explain some of the ideologies still 
held by members of the mainstream culture in the U.S., but it may shed light on how 
to effectively influence language and culture ideology for the better amongst the 
external cultures.  Perhaps if more children’s literature and media were designed 
with accurate representations, the ideology will improve more rapidly.  These are 
topics that should be pursued further. 
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Additionally, more research is needed in the field of language ideologies.  
This is a somewhat new field, but I was surprised by how little work has been done 
to analyze the language ideologies of specific tribal communities.  This information 
could prove to be extremely valuable for tribes embarking upon language 
revitalization that have perhaps been met with either resistance or simply have not 
experienced the language growth they aspired to achieve.  Identifying the language 
ideologies held by community members would be an important place to start in 
understanding why a revitalization effort is moving slowly.  Once identified, those 
working on revitalization of the language will have a better understanding of how to 
improve any negative ideology and create a healthy environment in which culture 
and language revitalization can take place.  Perhaps in the future, tribal community 
members can do original research within their tribes to contribute towards our 






















1. Prose summary of table:   
The purpose of this appendix and the table that will follow below is to paint a 
picture of what Native American tribes and communities are doing to preserve, 
grow, and revitalize their language. To do this, I display an in-depth look at both 
Native language learning materials and programs that are currently available.  The 
materials (listed in the first column) and programs (listed in the second column) are 
divided into three distinct categories in order to better conceptualize the 
approaches taken by each individual tribe. The three categories are: Community-
Oriented; Externally-Oriented; and Orally-Based. A description of the three 
categories follows: 
Community-Oriented Materials are materials designed to develop 
knowledgeable language users who can create unique utterances with the goal of 
gaining proficiency in the language. These materials are typically created by and for 
members of Native American communities. As such, the materials included under 
this title include bilingual or monolingual books (e.g. fiction, non-fiction, history, and 
children’s books, religious texts (from both traditional and non-traditional 
religions), cookbooks), as well as lesson plans that can be used at home, or in a 
classroom, alongside other materials (e.g. flashcards, textbooks, reference 
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materials), home-study guides that contain tips, advice, instruction, and/or 
direction in how to teach the language at home or how to be successful in 
intergenerational language transmission. Finally, textbooks and workbooks that 
may be intended for informal, self-study of the language though they may also be 
used in formalized classes. The textbooks are not cluttered with linguistic jargon 
and often do include cultural elements and contexts.  
Community-Oriented Programs are programs initiated by the community 
for community members. As such, they tend to incorporate a great deal of culture 
into the educational setting. Programs such as the following are included: Language 
nests, immersion programs, Master-Apprentice programs, community classes and 
symposiums, dictionary and curriculum development by community members, 
teacher training intiated by the tribe or community, language camps, and any other 
program or activity that is designed to create environments and contexts conducive 
to language learning, such as sports activities and outdoor-based language programs 
or classes.  
Externally-Oriented Materials are materials that, while useful and 
necessary, are not intended to be used to teach oneself the language. These 
materials on their own cannot create active speakers of the language able to create 
unique utterances. As such, this category includes reference materials, such as 
dictionaries, linguistic descriptions, phrasebooks, lexicons, and also textbooks or 
workbooks that require almost no knowledge or understanding of Native contexts 
or culture. These are textbooks used in University classes targeted towards linguists 
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or others who are familiar with language learning jargon. These textbooks rarely 
have more than superficial interest in teaching or talking about the tribe’s culture. 
Externally-Oriented Programs are programs that take place in a formal 
setting introduced by the colonizer’s culture as well as programs that are not geared 
towards interested Native participants but rather linguists and non-community 
members.  While these classes are important, they may not include as much cultural 
or natural environments to use the language as the Community-Oriented programs. 
Therefore, programs such as the following have been included: literacy programs, 
headstart programs, public or private school classes, college courses, linguist-
oriented language symposiums, distance learning courses offered through academic 
institutes, and bilingual schools.  
Orally-Based Materials are materials that are primarily available only and 
whose purpose is to provide audio input to teach the language. These materials tend 
to be community-oriented put were given their own category as some tribes put 
targeted emphasis on maintaining orality. These materials include music in the 
Native language, electronic or online games, audio dictionaries, online or electronic 
language courses, and audio stories.   
Orally-Based Programs include radio programs designed to promote 
language usage and visibility, Native films or television, and language learning 




2. Limitations & Justification for Inclusion  
Naturally, there may be some overlap between these categories. Particularly 
in the case of Community- and Externally-Oriented materials and programs. An 
especially challenging distinction being Community-Oriented textbooks versus 
Externally-Oriented textbooks. This was determined primarily by terminology. For 
example, a textbook would be considered Externally-Oriented if: the textbook 
primarily contained detailed explanations of specific structures rather than focusing 
on usage; if the purpose of the textbook was to provide a look at how the brain 
processes or structures the language, and; if creating new speakers seemed to be a 
secondary goal. However, when a textbook put emphasis on practicing the language, 
examining how the language is used within the culture, and encouraging students to 
speak the language, it was classified as Community-Oriented.  
I would like to explain why these particular tribes were included in the study. 
I wanted to look at languages that:  
…have worked on revitalization for an extensive time (such as the Hawaiian 
efforts which have been ongoing since 1919) as well as younger programs (such as 
the Chickasaw which began their revitalization program in 2007). 
…belong to different regions, such as the Southwest (Navajo), Southeast 
(Choctaw), and Northeast (Lenape).  
…maintain different cultural structures such as the traditionally endogamous 
Hopi and tribes that partially assimilated with the European colonial culture (such 
as the Cherokee).  
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…have a long history of contact with Europeans (such as the Wampanoag 
who were the first to interact with the English colonists) as well as those whose 
contact with colonialism is shorter (such as Hawaii whose government was 
overthrown in 1893). 
…were historically considered by European settlers to be hostile (such as the 
Kiowa) and those considered peaceful (such as the Cherokee). 
…have been asleep, or had no speakers, for an extended period of time (such 
as Myaamia which did not have any native speakers from the 1960 until the 1990s) 
as well as those that have not experienced an extensive period of no speakers (such 
as Navajo which has a high, though declining, number of speakers). 
3.  Prose summary of each tribe (organized by date): 
Hawaiian (1919/1959) 
 The Hawaiian people were one of the first in the United States to 
begin revitalizing their language. In fact, they began revitalization work before being 
incorporated into the U.S. as the 50th state. Hawaiian language classes were being 
taught in schools as early as 1919. Documentation continued to take place during 
this time. Upon induction as a U.S. state, the Committee for the Preservation of 
Hawaiian Language, Art, and Culture was established in 1959, marking the true start 
to full-fledged revitalization efforts. Due in part its longer history of revitalization, 
there are many print and audio materials available to the community as well as to 
linguists interested in the language. The Hawaii people were at the forefront of 
immersive revitalization efforts in the early 1990s and have established an 
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extensive variety of Community-Oriented programs. There are currently many 
Externally-oriented programs available as well though the focus remains on the 
family and community rather than the larger linguist and non-Native communities. 
The Hawaiian language has experienced great success. The language has been 
restored to many of its earlier uses within day-to-day life, education, and 
government. 
 
Chahta Anumpa/Choctaw (1960s) 
 Although the Choctaw people has been working on revitalizing their 
language for some time, their numbers continue to decline as the younger 
generation is not using the language. There seem to be many negative associations 
with the language. Many speakers view the Choctaw as a language that is of lesser 
value than English and that is becoming obsolete. Although there are a variety of 
programs and materials available, there has not been a heavy emphasis on 
intergenerational transmission or language transfer within the community. There 
seems to be equal emphasis on providing formalized classes targeted to those 
outside the community as those targeting the community members themselves. 
While there are a number of orally-based materials available, there are no orally-





Diné Bizaad/Navajo (1960s) 
 Navajo has experienced very rapid language loss. There are more 
speakers than any other Native language in the U.S. but unfortunately, those 
speakers are primarily older and the younger children have not been learning the 
language.  The primary programs available to learn the Navajo language are 
Externally-Oriented or within a very formalized schooling setting. There are fewer 
programs that are specifically designed for community members. There are several 
orally-based programs, however. In terms of materials, due to its longer history of 
revitalization, the language is well documented. There is a great number of 
externally-oriented materials available as well as orally-based materials. The 
materials that are community-oriented is growing.  
 
Tsalagi/Cherokee (1960-1975) 
 After some time of continued loss of speakers, Cherokee seems to be 
increasing its number of speakers through a variety of means. With recent renewed 
focus, the Kituwah Preservation and Education Program (KPEP) of the Easter Band 
of Cherokee Indians (EBCI) initiated the development of a 10-year plan for the 
revitalization of the Cherokee language. Heavy recent focus on community-oriented 
programs, more community members are committed to using their language and 
taking advantage of opportunities to learn more. There are many new multi-media 
sources that can be used to learn the language though it is unclear if these resources 
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are being taken advantage of. There are new speakers growing up with the 
language, though this growth seems to be slow.  
 
Kiowa/Apache (1970s) 
 Kiowa has experienced a continued loss of speakers. This number has 
been low and decreasing over the last 35 years. As a response to this, more 
community programs and materials have been developed over the last ten years, 
however, this development has been slow. Kiowa has been well documented in the 
past. As such, there are many externally-oriented materials available to learn and 




 Hopi maintained a strong speaker community for a long period. 
However, in recent years, the youth began to use the language less and less. There is 
currently a resurgence in language learning and, though slow going, many young 
children are using their language more and more. 1998 marks the creation of the 
first Hopi Dictionary (Hopiikwa Lavaytutuveni). Out of this project, other language 
and cultural projects were established. There has been a strong focus on community 
programs for all age groups and maintaining oral tradition within the community. 
For example, the KUYI 88.1 FM Hopi Radio, established in 2000, airs programs that 
promote the Hopi language and "provides a new way of Hopi storytelling" (Kuyi 
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2013). Summer language programs, taught by village members, serve as a Hopi 
immersion program that utilizes natural places of learning, including gardens, 
villages and trails. As the language is still a very integral part of day-to-day activities 
and the strong traditional religion, the youth recognize the value and necessity in 
maintaining the language. There tend to be few written materials, those that do exist 
tend to be targeting external communities.   
 
Myaamia/Miami (1990s) 
 Although the Miami language lost its final speakers in the 1960s, the 
Miami people have begun making great strides toward awakening the language and 
is currently experiencing growth in numbers of language users. The language is 
considered to be one of the most extensively documented Native languages in the 
U.S. before losing its speakers. Although a young revitalization program, there are 
many materials available for community members and non-community members as 
well as a well developed amount of orally-based materials. The tribe has had a 
heavy focus on community programming and improving negative associations with 
the language.  
 
Unami/Lenape/Delaware (1997) 
 The Lenape revitalization program is young and working to establish 
itself. Lenape faces a challenge that so many other tribes face: lack of tribal 
recognition by the U.S. government. Their main focus currently has been to develop 
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materials that can be made available online for easier access by community 
members. Interest has grown amongst youth though the programs are not 
developed to the point to turn this interest into active language users.  
 
Chikashshanompa’/Chickasaw (1990s/2007) 
 The Chickasaw revitalization program is young but enthusiastic. 
There are two dates listed as the start of the program because although the language 
committee was establish in the 1990s, 2007 is widely quotes as the official start of 
the revitalization program. Nevertheless, since efforts begans, the number of 
language users has been increasing. The tribe is quickly creating new materials for 
prospective language learners. There has been an emphasis in maintaining oral 
transmission of knowledge as many orally-based materials and programs have been 
developed in a very short period of time. The family has emerged as the core 
component of the revitalization efforts and strengthening inter-generational 
relationships has been given as a motivating reason to learn the language.  
 
Wôpanâak/Wampanoag (1993) 
 The Wampanoag have initiated a large number of programs in a short 
period of time. Interestingly, all of their current programs are for community 
members, evidencing their focus on community-oriented materials and programs. 
Some examples of these language programs are children's hour at the library, after-
school programs, elders program, and Family Language Immersion Days. The 
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Wampanoag are currently working to raise funds to support other programs such as 
an immersion charter school. There are no current language learning programs 





4.  Description of Materials Available: 
The following is a chart describing what language materials are available for 
each of the ten tribes mentioned above. On the following page are descriptions of 
the specific items included in the three categories discussed earlier in this appendix 







a1 Books (Children's) a1 Dictionary (Bilingual) a1 Music 
a2 Books (History, Folklore) a2 
Dictionary 
(Monolingual) 








Religious Texts  
(non-traditional) 
a4 Dictionary (Picture) d Online Courses 
c Cookbooks b1 Grammar e Audio Stories 
d Homestudy Guides  c 
Textbooks & 
Workbooks   
e Lesson Plans d Phrasebooks    
f Textbooks & Workbooks  e Lexicon   






a1 a2 a3 a4 b1 b2 c d e f
Community-Oriented x x - x - - - -
Externally-Oriented x - - - x x - - x
Orally-Based x - x x -
Community-Oriented x x - x x - - x
Externally-Oriented x - - - x x - - x
Orally-Based - x x x -
Community-Oriented x x - x - - - x
Externally-Oriented x - x x x x x x x
Orally-Based x x x x x
Community-Oriented x x x x - x x x
Externally-Oriented x x x x x x x x x
Orally-Based x - x x x
Community-Oriented x x - - - - - -
Externally-Oriented x - - - x x - x x
Orally-Based x - - - x
Community-Oriented x - - x - - x
Externally-Oriented x - x x x x - x x
Orally-Based x - - - -
Community-Oriented x - - x x x x
Externally-Oriented x - x - x - x - x
Orally-Based x x x x x
Community-Oriented x x - x - - x x
Externally-Oriented x x - - x x x x x
Orally-Based x x - x -
Community-Oriented x x - x x - - x
Externally-Oriented x - x - x x - x x
Orally-Based x - x - x
Community-Oriented x - - x - - - x
Externally-Oriented x - - - x x x - -







































Bilingual or monolingual in the Native 
language directed at a younger audience. 





Either bilingual or monolingual in the 
Native language discussing historical event, 
traditional stories, and/or folklore.  
b1 
Religious Texts  
(traditional)  
Prayer books, explanations, sacred 
histories, etc.  
b2 
Religious Texts  
(non-
traditional)  
Prayer books, bible portions, hymnals, etc.  
c Cookbooks 
Native language or bilingual cookbooks or 





Tips, advice, instruction, and/or direction in 
how to be successful at intergenerational 
language transmission in the home, and/or 
how to teach oneself the language at home. 
Also, guides for how to get the most out of 
the materials available.  
e Lesson Plans 
Instructions to accompany other books, 




Textbooks that may be intended for 
informal, self-study of the language and/or 
practice exercises though they may also be 
used in formalized classes. Community 
members and heritage speakers are the 
primary target audience as opposed to non-
community members who want to learn the 
language. Also, other supplemental 














Native words defined in English (or a 
whatever the mainstream language is). 
Typically with example sentences and 
pronunciation notes. Sometimes similar to a 





List of Native words defined  in Native 
terms. May contain a translation into the 
mainstream language, but it is not 
emphasized nor necessary.  
a3 Dictionary (Online) 
Online, searchable lexical databases with 
definitions  (or translations, if definition is 
not included) given in either the 




Typically monolingual where the definition 
is given via an image.  
b1 Grammar 
A detailed linguistic description of the 
language's syntax designed for community 




Textbooks intended for formalized study of 
the language and/or practice exercises that 
non-heritage speakers would be able to use 
with ease. 
d Phrasebooks  
Published list of common phrases translated 
to the mainstream language. As most online 
phrase lists are often incredibly short and 
have fewer than 20 phrases total, online 
lists will not be considered a phrasebook 
unless it is fairly extensive. 
e Lexicon 
List of words translated from the Native 




Descriptions of any aspect of the language 
often written by and for linguists who may 
or may not be Native and who may or may 











Native words set to song with the 
intention of passing on the language.  
b1 Electronic Games 
Whether a computer game, video 
game, or some other electronic 
game. Not included would be brief  
(3 or shorter) interactive online 
exercises.  
c Dictionary (Audio) 
Online, mp3 files, on a CD-ROM or 
any other form of audio file. 
d Online Courses 
Language courses available online 
for self-study. 
e Audio Stories 
Stories read or told in the language 
and available either online or 
through MP3, CD-ROM, cassette 





5.  Description of Programs Initiated: 
The following is a chart describing what language programs have been 
initiated by each of the ten tribes mentioned above. On the following page are 
descriptions of the specific items included in the three categories discussed earlier 
in this appendix (Community-Oriented Programs, Externally-Oriented Programs, 









Language Nest / 
Language Pods 
1 Literacy programs 1 Radio Programs 
2 Community Classes 2 Immersion Schools  2 



























8 Distance  Learning   




    







1 2 3a 3b 3c 4 5 6 7 8 9
Community-Oriented - x - - - - - x x - x
Externally-Oriented - - x - x x - x -
Orally-Based - - -
Community-Oriented - x - x x - - - - x x
Externally-Oriented - - x - x x - - -
Orally-Based - x x
Community-Oriented - x - - x - - x x - x
Externally-Oriented - - x x x x x x x
Orally-Based x x x
Community-Oriented x x x x x x x x x - x
Externally-Oriented - x - x x x x x -
Orally-Based x x x
Community-Oriented x x x - x x x x x x x
Externally-Oriented x - x x x - - - -
Orally-Based x - x
Community-Oriented x x - - - x - x x - x
Externally-Oriented - - - x x x - - -
Orally-Based - - x
Community-Oriented - x x x x x x x x - x
Externally-Oriented - - - - - x x - -
Orally-Based - - x
Community-Oriented x x x x x x - x x x x
Externally-Oriented - x x x x x x - -
Orally-Based - - x
Community-Oriented - x - - x x x - - -
Externally-Oriented - - - - - x x - -
Orally-Based - - x
Community-Oriented x x - x x - x x x x x
Externally-Oriented - - - - - - - - -


































Language Nest / 
Language Pods 
Older members of the community who 
speak the language work with young 
children to encourage intergenerational 




For any ages, family or individual oriented. 
Organized by tribe or private groups. Not 






A program where participants work outside 
with other speakers of the language to 
discuss the surroundings, culture and 
history of the area. 
3b Sports 
Sports activities where the only language to 
be used is the Native language in an attempt 
to teach new vocabulary and/or practice 




Activities such as beadwork, basketry, or art 
where developing language skills is a 




Conferences in which community speakers 
discuss their work, research, and ideas with 
other members of the community. Not 




Community effort to design, develop, or 
improve Native dictionaries, whether they 
be monolingual, bilingual, online, or any 





Materials and plans of study designed by, 
and available to, community members 
outside of a formal school environment. Can 
often be used as home study materials.   
7 Teacher Training  
Community or Tribal initiative to train 
teachers in how to pass on the language in 




One-on-one tutoring program pairing a 
speaker of the language with a less-fluent or 
non-fluent student. 
9 Language Camps 
Overnight or day camps for families or 
children that focus on Native language 













1 Literacy programs 
Programs focused on teaching reading 
and writing skills in the language. Also, 





Formal, perhaps accredited, schools 
where use of languages other than the 





Native language classes provided by the 
Headstart Program -- a U.S. government 
initiative designed to prepare young 
children to enter kindergarten.  
4 Primary Classes 
Native language classes (typically taught 
as an L2) offered in recognized, formal 
school settings for students grades 1-8.  
5 Secondary Classes 
Native language classes (typically taught 
as an L2) offered in recognized, formal 
school settings for students grades 9-12.  
6 College Classes 
Classes offered by colleges or universities, 




Conferences in which those who speak 
and/or research the language discuss 
their work, research, and ideas, in a 
formal setting with academics within the 
field of linguistics. 
8 Distance Learning 
Formal courses offered online through a 
recognized academic institute with an 
instructor streaming lessons that students 
may take for credit.  
9 Bilingual Schools 
Immersion programs are offered for some 
classes or for part of the day, while other 
classes or the rest of the day is conducted 
in the mainstream language. The intent of 
the program being to promote the Native 
language, not to transition from Native 













1 Radio Programs 
Programs aired by Native radio 
stations designed to promote 
language usage and visibility. 
2 
Native Films or 
Television 
Films television programing either of 
Native origin (i.e., with Native 
producers, directors, and writers) 
created in the Native language, 
dubbed versions available in the 
language, or whose purpose is to 




Software, such as Rosetta Stone or 
other interactive computer games, 
smartphone applications, or 









6. Table of Observations on Attitudes and Ideology 
The following is a table documenting the statements, interview responses, 
and observations by linguists and anthropologists (often Native community 
members themselves) about the language attitudes and ideologies. As this field of 
language ideology is still young, not all tribes have had in-depth studies on language 
ideologies completed. The following is meant to compile observations from a variety 
of perspectives to present a picture of the general ideas associated with the 
language.  Several of the following tribes are described as having conflicting 
ideology, this is often the case when a language is in transition from a negative 
ideology to a positive ideology or vise-versa. Following this table are the full 
citations listed in the chart.  





"As Generation Himitta' youth and young adults developed increased 
consciousness of language loss and their identity as Chickasaws, they 
experienced a yearning to speak Chikashshanompa ... This motivation 
seemed to be situated within Generation Himitta participants' larger 
desire to affirm Chickasaw identity through language and strengthen 





"Children view their language as less than English" (Saunders 2012) 
Negative ideology described through several narratives. "She 
acknowledges her Choctawness, but attaches no value to it…" (Lewis 
2011) 







"Navajo teenagers tended to associate Navajo language with the elderly 
and with being outdated. They described it as a language of the past and 
not relevant to their everyday lives. Nevertheless, they hold tremendous 
value in the language; they just do not know how to incorporate it into 
their lives." (Lee 2007) 
"For some Navajo speakers, the ideologies and tropes that resonate in 
practice and metapragmatic observations include the ideas that the 
language is variously whole, sacred, healing, descriptive, difficult, 
adaptable, disappearing, individualistic, iconic of identity, ripe for 
humor, accepting of variation, and incommensurate with English." 
(Peterson and Webster 2013) 
"it is a special source of pride that the language has been considered to 
be one of the most difficult in the world by some scholars, more than a 
few language learners, and now, by many Navajos themselves, leading to 
what House (2002) has described as problematic linguistic 





The language is open and available to all, whether ethnically Hawaiian 
or not. It is visible in numerous arenas and considered a desirable thing 
that both ethnic and non-ethnic Hawaiians feel protective of. (Cowell 
2012) 
There has been strong support for Hawaiian culture and, by natural 
extension, language among the ethnic Hawaiians, the "locals" (non-
ethnic, non-white Hawaiians), and the white Hawaiians. (Cowell 2012) 
Hawaiian language is now considered "high status". (Wyman, McCarty, 




Hopi youth became more motivated to learn the language once they 
became aware that the language was a necessary part of the culture in 
which they wanted to participate. (Nicholas 2009) 
Considered to be the only code available to truly express Hopi concepts. 
(Nicholas 2009) 
"These youth contend that the Hopi language is fundamental to “fully” 
participating in and understanding the Hopi way of life" (Richland 2009) 
"A lot of our elders and our parents . . . are counting on us to keep the 
traditions going and that heritage, that culture . . . [but] I don’t think it’s 
fully complete without that missing piece of language, the tongue, the 
speaking." (Nicholas 2009) 
"Justin’s assertion, “Since you’re Hopi, you’re brought up that way; you 
can’t let it go. It’s just gonna be too hard,” suggests that the younger 
generation, particularly those raised in the Hopi cultural environment, 
will hold tightly to the Hopi way of life; they are bound to it by habit, 






"It would be just as well if Kiowa was spoken until it is spoken no more, 
and once it ceases to be spoken it would mean the end of Kiowas as it is 
understood right now." (Neely and Palmer 2009)9 
"There are those who believe that something that occurs in one's life as 
natural as drinking water and breathing air is best left alone" (Neely and 
Palmer 2009) 
"…fear of accusations from peers that anyone who uses new words (or 
even older words that are less widely known) is trying to "change" the 
language; the authority to do so may be called into question." (Neely and 
Palmer 2009) 
"[Language play] is sometimes seen as disrespectful or just "un-Kiowa"" 
(Neely and Palmer 2009) 
""I don't want to speak, because I want to speak it right…you're showing 
respect for the language when you're afraid that you're going to not speak 
it right."" (Neely and Palmer 2009) 
"This dislike of change goes beyond a simple fear of change in endangered 
language; there is a very real fear of the dangers of "tampering" with a 
system that is "natural and real," of damaging what is already being lost." 




"Questions guided by a purist ideology do occasionally get posed by a  
Miami person, but they are relatively uncommon at our cultural 
gatherings." (Leonard 1998) 
The Miami community already accepts the legitimacy of the language. 
(Leonard 1998) 
Myaamia is "prestigious", talked about in "positive ways" (Leonard 1998) 
When language reclamation began, "there were a substantial number of 
adult tribal members who proposed their commitment to recovery efforts, 
however, their commitment declined from year to year"... "those ideologies 
that surface today among adult Miami community members are actually 
manifestations of more historical ideologies held by the nation/state and 
the community which together led to Miami language shift." (Rinehart 
2006) 
"Many also profess their own biological limitations, saying the language is 
too difficult to learn" (Rinehart 2006) 
                                                          
9 Due to a lack of materials describing language ideology within the Kiowa tribe, all quotes are taken 
from Neely and Palmer (2009). For this reason, I have included multiple quotes in order to better 
describe the findings presented by the authors. 
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In many families, the decision to stop speaking Miami was made because of 
ideological influences, largely negative in nature, from dominant society.  
In other families, more positive language ideologies, in spite of societal 
influences, created an environment amenable to Miami language 
maintenance, even if spoken Miami was selective or fragmentary. 
(Rinehart 2006) 
"Our people were psychologically coerced into believing that being Indian 
was something to be ashamed of... Even today we find these 





Shift in Eastern Band's ideology occurred drastically in the 1990s when the 
newly built casino attracted a different set of tourists. (Bender 2009) 
"It will help children to understand Cherokee culture"; "The classes 
support their children's ongoing attachment to the community."; "People 
have [Cherokee material in] writing at home but can't read it."; "knowing 
Cherokee will assist with genealogical research."; "Formal Cherokee 
language education exposes children to the language."; "it boosts self-






The recognition of baird should bring additional prestige to the 





6. References and Sources for Materials and Programs Listed Above (by Language):  
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citations are included in the reference section following this appendix.  
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